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NAMED AS CHIEF DEPUTY

IN ADELYN BUSHNELL’S PLAY

STONE’S GARAGE
The Courier-Gazette

—: One Stop Service :—
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Subacrlptlona S3 00 per year payable In
advance; single coplea three cents
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion and very reaeonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Bocklend Oaaette was established
In 11M In 1174 the Courier eras estab
lished and consolidated with the Oaaette
In 1882 The Free Frees wae established
In MSS an&4n 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897

Ralph M. Stone, for 13 yean with Rockland Gange,
haa opened hia own One Stop Service Garage, Com
plete. on Route 1, Thomaston Road, just this aide of
the Pleasant Street Crossing.
AU Modern Equipment, Repairing of AU Kinds,
Tires, Supplies, Prompt, Dependable Service

■a,

CALL DAY OR NIGHT 912-M

flood to forget
Rest to for- ♦
give —Robert Browning
—

"We Are Always On the Job"

A New York despatch says:
"Maude Adams, for the first time
In nearly a decade, will make her re
appearance on the Broadway stage
next fall. It was announced today by
John Oolden, her new producer.
'The play, as yet untitled. Is by a
new author, Adelyn Bushnell, an ac
tress. The 63-year-old star of The
Little Minister and Peter Pan. has de
parted for Thomaston. Me., to discus*
with Miss Bushnell the role, that of a
mother, which she will portray In the
drama.
"Oolden, who sponsored such widely
known productions as Turn To the
Right. Llghtnin' and Seven Heaven,
said that the play will not have a
summer tryout, but would be staged
directly for Its Broadway premiere.

A soldier was having refreshment
I at one of the army canteens when
a chum came up.
"Hullo, Tom,' he said "what have
you there, tea or coffee?"
Tom shook his head sadly. "They
didto't say.' he replied—Service IROCKPORT DROWNING
Magazine

Sunday Excursions

Capt. David Arey, 75, was drowned

FOR SALE—BULL DOGS while flounder Ashing In Rockport

Two Male Puppies. 8 Weeks Old
harbor this forenoon. The body was
Long Haired Kittens; colors, white, found floating by Bryant Eaton, an
black and mixed
other fisherman. Medical Examiner
MRS. ROSE HUPPER
H W. Prohock was summoned. Capt.
TEL. 4-3 TENANTS HARBOR. ME. Arey Is believed to have been a victim
81-It
of heart disease. He Is survived by
his second wife and three daughters.

—TO—

VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON aud SWAN’S ISLAND

COAL, WOOD
Delivered Anywherr In Knox County.
Honest Weight. Good Coal. Prompt
Service
TEL. THOMASTON, 84-2

STEAMERS

NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
every Sunday Morning, returning in the late after

noon.

BUILDING
STONE

81*lt

Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time,
SAW FILING

Your saw of any description put In
perfect shape and all work guaranteed
Light band saw work and small tool
grinding.
ALBERT TRIBOC
18 Myrtle Street.
Rockland. Me.
79-91

A beautiful sail through the Penobscot Bay

Islands.

Apply For Fares At Wharf

New Postoffice
81*11

J

DANCE AT BREEZEMERE
TONIGHT

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

FOREST SMITH and his SERENADERS
WEDNESDAY

JACK KENNEDY and his ROYAL VAGABONDS

THURSDAY, JULY 11

COLBY COLLEGE PLAYERS

BLUEBERRY GROWERS, ATTENTION!

IN

«

MORNING AT SEVEN

A Full Stock of Blueberry Growers' Nreds
Crates. Baskets. Calcium Arsenate, Dusting Machines, Etc.. Etc.
Co-operative Prices
STATE OF MAINE BLUEBERRY GROWERS. INC.
West Rockport, Maine
Open 5 P. M. to 9 P. M.
79-81

n

TICKETS die, Sic

On Sale at Box Office, beginning Monday, July 8
On Sale In Rockland" at Corner Drug Store
Wednesday. July 18, from 1 to 6 P. M. I0.S.T.)

THE WAWENOCK

Reservations held 24 hours only because of demand

PORT CLYDE. MAINE

JULY 24-26—THE JITNEY PLAYERS with Ethel Barrymore Colt
in "Sidewalks of New York" and “She Stoops to Conquer."
JULY 26—THE JITNEY PLAYERS with Ethel Barrymore Cott.
Special Matinee for Children. Play to be announced. Tickets
for Evening. $1.10. 85c, 58c, 15c. Matinee, 45c, 34c. 24c.
AUGUST 6—CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER.

SHORE AND CHICKEN
DINNERS
Served By Appointment

Regular Board By Day or Week
Special Attention To Parties and Clubs

LOUISCARNERA

Telephone 3-22, Tenant's Harbor, Me.

FIGHT PICTURES

BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW

PARK THEATRE TODAY

Today at The PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
25 CENTS

See the wonder boy annihilate the man mountain

Telephone 1380—Will Reserve Yours
BUSINESS FOLKS' SPECIAL
A Delirious Special Supper Tonight

25 CENTS
R9Stf

FRIENDLY HOUSE

&

118 MAIN ST.,

THOMASTON

CHICKEN, STEAK AND

STflTEmEnT^COflDITIOn

CHOP DINNERS

Ice Cream Served
Also In Bulk To Take Out
74-85
Wo fool thot nothing eaa
givo you so door on Idea
of the way this bank Is
being monogod, as theta
figures of our currant state
ment of condition, which
wo present to you In the
adjoining column.
We spread open before
you this "open page" upon
which you will find the true
story of our deposits, our
assets and liabilities and
our loans to local enter
prise.
May we ask you to give
this "open page* the trib
ute of your careful study
for a moment?

PAYING GUESTS

ASSETS

Loans on Real Estate Mortgages

Furniture anf. Fixtures
Other Assets ...................

70
71
46
67
28
00
0(1
58

St,462,104 43

LIABILITIES

Capital Stock .......................... ...................... $100,000 00
Surplus .................... . ................ -.................
50.000 00
Undivided Profits............. ..............................
5.729 39
Reserve for Interest, Taxes, etc.................
8.244 34
United States Government Deposits ......
77,488 12
Time and Demand Deposits ....................... 1,230,512 25
Other Liabilities ............................................
130 33

Miss Gardiner wishes to take a few
paying guests into her home. Board
and rooms.
16 Gleason StThomaston, Mt
Telephone 186-11
81-84

JULY SPECIAL
FOR

RANGE BURNERS
Thorough Cleaning Job 95c
Quality Wicks, per set 25c
2 gal. bots., bare,
$1.10
2 gal. bots., complete $1.30
“Give Your Burner a Break”

$1,462,104 43

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Call Us Today For Expert Service

McLoon
Sales & Service
LIMEROCK ST.,
ROCKLAND
TELS. 730—731
79*81-83*84

THE GREAT STONE FACE

IB.v The Roving Reporter!

%
signs Invite you to ride on the fastest
and most famous speed boat, “Yankee
Flyer II."

An Interrupted Snooze
Beautiful Winnepesaukee!
But
what a travesty when you see how Its
The new chief deputy is 38, and a
picturesque shores are littered with
son ol the late George P. Huntley of
hot dog signs and the like. New
this city. He was employed six years
Hampshire, as I have previously said.
as shipper for the Armour beef con
Lx commercialized to the limit. If the
cern. and for the past six years has
tourist goes through It unscathed It
been stock clerk for the Lawrence
must be that he does not believe In
Portland Cement Co. In Thomaston.
Another of my life-long desires was signs.
During the World War he served as
At Guilford we concluded to In
granted Sunday when I paid my first
seaman In the destroyer division, be
dulge in forty winks of sleep so
ing on Uncle Sam's list for 14 months. visit to the Old Man of the Mountains parked the car well on the side of the
He is a past commander of Winslow- in Franconia Notch. Previous visits road and went to it. I was doing
Holbrook Post, A. L.; organized Wins to New Hampshire—and they began manfully until a mosquito paused be
low-Holbrook Drum and Bugle Corps away back in my schooldays—had neath my left ear and began to whine
and was its first president. He Is a taken me through the Crawford one of thos» tunes which nobody has
member of Knox Lodge. I.O.OF., and
ever named, but which spell lots of
Notch, and had always left me fasci
"Guv”
Rockland Encampment.
trouble for those to whom a mosquito
He is a young man of most excel nated with its grandeur. Last fall, bite Is poLson. Bob slept on uncon
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick this morn lent reputation, and the appointment however, I broke away from this fa cernedly. for mosquitos never bother
ing announced the oppolntment of is destined to meet with universal ap miliar territory, and in company with him. There seems to be a limit to
Augustus B. Huntley as chief deputy, proval.
Bob Webster headed for Franconia what they'll tackle.
Wide awake now I had a chance to
Notch determined to see that won
size up the surrounding landscape
derful geological phenomena which
and guess just where the sun would
has contributed so spectacularly to i
probably break through those low
the lasting fame of New England's ’
lying clouds. A humming bird darted
greatest mountain chain
with lightning speed among some
I have already told in these columns
roadside posies; a bumble bee gath
how we were lured Into the foothills
ered what the humming bird le t, and
‘neath a clear sky and glistening sun; then came a chipmunk darting across
how a haze gradually obscured the the pasture bars In his nervous spas
lofty summits; and how, In less than modic wav There are lots of things
At an enthusiastic and well attend I next Wednesday night—St George at an hour's ride we found ourselves In to see when you are communing witn
ed meeting of Knox County baseball Camden. The full schedule Is In the the cheerless setting of a full-fledged nature, and they're not all mos
hands of a committee comprising winter, with so much Ice and snow In quitoes
fans last night the sentiment was
Maurice Simmons of 8t. Oeorge, Le the highway that our skidding Pon
Lake Shore Park Lx advertised as
overwhelmingly in favor of a twilight roy Alley of Camden. Charles C. Wot tiac was turned homeward while we
“the most beautiful camping site In
league (or the balance of the season, ton of Rorkland. and Douglas Walk- lacked only a few miles of reaching
New England" and It certainly has
I
our goal We had seen Indian Head much to commend Itself. A very
and that desire found expression in er of Thomaston.
There will be a meeting of the new and we had explored the famous fanciful miniature golf course at
the formation of the Knox County
directors
at The Courier-Oazette Flume, but the grim visage of "The tracted attention, and lying at her
League, comprising the towns of
office next Monday night at 7.30 to Old Man " as they call him up there berth at the hea^l of the lake was the
Rockland. Camden. Thomaston and
arrange for the other necessary de j in the hills, remained an unknown steamer Mt. Washington. Billboards
! quantity until last Sunday when Bob
St. George The teams will be made
everywhere
tails.
and I saw It on one of those rare
up of local players and bona fide sum
Each team will play three games
At (he Hlack Swan
days which were designed for the
mer residents.
a week, two at homt and one away,
Meredith ts the next town and
month of June, and mountain climb
The following organization was per on alternate weeks.
some flowery person, who has doubt
ing
Last night's meeting wa.x presided
less written poetry for the home
fected:
Polite Rochester Cop
over by George E. Boynton of Cam
newrpaper. has dubbed It "Latchkey
President—Fred C. Black of Rock
Saw also another great phenome to the White Mountains " Meredith
den until the new officers were elect
land.
ed. when President Black took the non known as "'The I/jst River." of has lots of over night cabins, some
Secretary—Floyd (Chicki Maynard
whose existence I had been in woeful linen mills and then some more
gavel.
of Camden
ignorance until my attention was di over night cabins In Holderness you
Charles C. Wotton was elected
Directors—Basil H Stinson. Rock president of the Rockland Association rected to It by Rev. C. E Brooks pass Shaw's gun store where guns are
land; George H. Thomas. Camden; and Donald L. Kelsey chosen secre of the Methodist Church, with whom “bought, sold or exchanged " It was
I sometimes compare some of mv a warlike community.
Lee Walker. Thomaston; Alfred C. tary-treasurer.
modest travel notes.
Hocking, St. George.
Ail along we had been endeavoring
Henry Gardner, who has been very
First let me tell you that we got to spot a wayside stand which was
The importance of beginning the active In the Big Five League since Its
away to an early start and were open for business and the first we
league at once was sensed, and the
breakfasting In a Portland restaurant came upon was a good-sized bunga
(Continued
on
Page
Two)
opening game will be played at 5.30
at an hour when the other patrons low known as “The Black Swan." lo
were mainly young men and women cated in Ashland and overhanging
who were beating it somewhat belat Little Squam Lake. The setting was
edly for home after the breaking of wonderfully pretty, and a piping hot
the Saturday night dance. Rather breakfast was soon at our disposal
a frowsy lot. but probably an early We
went
away
with, kindly
morning cross section of life in the thoughts for Mrs. Condon and the
State's metropolis' where beer ts the staff.
first, middle and last item on the
Dead apple trees were numerous
menu.
as we penetrated deeper and deeper
We reached Rochester, N. H., just Into New Hampshire. Many pulp
Weekend arrivals at Feyler's plant as the first signs of daybreak were at wood ears on the sidings foretold one
Tillson wharf teemed with activity
yesterday with the arrival of several have included the Cynthia, with 30,000 hand. There was nobody tn sight but of the important industries. A Ro
large fish fares and heavy machinery pounds of pollock; Madelyn * Flora, a cop. and Bob headed the car diago tary sign offered its welcome at the
for the new cold storage plant which with 1300 gallons of scallops and 300 nally across the street toward him entrance to Plymouth, and there was
bushel of seed scallops for the Mon The guardian of the peace looked a a rooming house with a poetic title—
Is to be erected there.
Another
Progress on the new cold storage roe Island beds; Pauline Boland, bit surprised at this unwarranted "The Oolden Sunset"
plant will now move forward very with 900 gallons of scallops and 300 slaughter of traffic regulations, but rooming house was called "The Old
when we asked In our politest tones Homestead," which carried my mem
rapidly, and with its completion the bushels of seed scallops.
Fifteen hundred bushels of seed where It would be possible to get. a ory back to the Farwell Opera House
rapidly developing fish business at
bite to eat. he directed us tn a very days when Denman Thompson used
Feyler's wharf will have an import scallops have thus far been planted
genial and courteous manner to a to appear In a play of that title.
ant adjunct. A large crew will be on the Monroe Island beds since
“diner" Just around the corner. The
working on the building before the Commissioner Feyler undertook this
A Wondrous Panorama
all-night idea apparently does not
venture.
close of another week.
A ride through the New Hampshire
appeal to the regulation restaurants
of Rochester. The dtner was called hills on a morn'.ig like last Sunday
+++♦++++++•;••!•+•!••!••:•-i"K-*+*++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++4 “Tumble Inn," but outside of the soli while the dew was still on the grass
tary waiter we appeared to be the and the overpowering heat had not
begun to manifest itself, was an ever
only acrobats.
changing panorama of scenic beauty
Granite Stale Skeeters
?
100TH ANNIVERSARY
—a study In which green was such a
Farmtngton. N. H, bore the ear predominating factor, as to be almost
t
of the Rockland
marks of rather a busy town, with universal. The caterpillar has not
the Farmington Butterfly Footwear invaded this domain, and about the
Factory and Variety Wood Turning foliage there is a freshness which ts
Co as the chief industries. The Odd charming beyond expression.
RESERVE THESE DATES
Fellows and Pythian* have rather
A sign recites the well known fact
MONDAY, JULY 8
substantial quarters and the Cocheco that Mt. Washington ts 6293 feet
SUNDAY, JULY 7
Circle Supper In Vestry
River appears to be omnipresent.
high—-about a fifth of a mile loftier
Morning Sermon by
Rev. Charles A Moore, D. D.
Outstanding Vocalist
Just outside of the town limits we than our own Mt. Katahdin. But
Evening Sermon by
Lecture by Prof M. J. Bradshaw
came across a truckload of young
Rev. Walter S. Rounds
(Continued on Page Eight)
Just returned from year's trip
folks who had apparently been camp
around world
Special Music Both Services
ing for the night. Some of the young
women were tidying up their hair, YOUR FAVORITE POEM
and aloof from the group was a young
If I had to live my life again I would
couple breathing sweet nothings have
made a rule to read some poetry
alongside a smudge fire intended as and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss ot these tastes Is a low
a protection against the multitude of ol happiness.—Charles Darwin.
New Hampshire mosquitoes which
NATURE AND LIFE
SIX OF THEM
met one at every turn. I have never
Leave the uproar: at a leap
No. 1. Two story house, Iwo tenements, on Warren street.
seen the New Jersey variety, but If
Thou shalt strike a woodland path.
No. 2. Small house. Bunker street. Ix»t worth morer than I charge
Enter silence, not of sleep.
they have anything on those crepe
for whole property.
Under shadows, not of wrath;
Breath which Is the spirit s bath.
hangers
from
the
Granite
State
I
No. 3. l'.j story Dwelling and Garage, all in good shape. Desirable
In the old Beginnings find.
location. North Main street
never want to see them
And endow them with a mind.
No. 4
116 story Dwelling and Garage, also well situated on North
Bred for seedlings, swathe for swathe
Ixits of forest land up tn that part
That gives Nature to us. this
Main street
Give wo her. and eo we Mias.
of New Hampshire, with pine more In
No. 5. IM story House and Garage, hath, electric lights, etc. Very
evidence than It is here in our own
central location
Fruitful Is It so: but hear
How within the shell thou art.
No. 6. Two story, two tenement House. Good condition. Two extra
State which uses it for a namesake.
Music sound*; nor other near
lots. M.v low price will surprise you
Can to such a tremor start
And there Is something else preva
Of the waves our life Is part;
Only a little cash needed. Balance on long term, easy payment
lent In New Hampshire, and that's
They our running harvests bear;
mortgage
Back to them for manful air.
standard time.
Laden with the woodlands heart!
WALTER H. SPEAR, Telephone 512-M
Alton Bay calls Itself "The Gate
That gives Battle to us. this
78-tf
Give we It. and good the kiss
way to Ixtke Winnepesaukee," and
—George Meredith.

MACHINERY HAS ARRIVED

For New Cold Storage Plant—Busy Days Around
the Feyler Dock

I “CENTURY OF SERVICE” CELEBRATION i

J

At the Close of business on June 29, 1935

$176,429
418.295
340,770
53,108
439.957
22.000
3.437
8.105

under the provisions of the law passed
by the last legislature
Mr Huntley could be Inactive, but
In the event of 8herHT Ludwick's
death or resignation, would succeed
him In that office—hence the Import
ance of the appointment.

Four Knox County Towns Represented—First
Game At Camden Wednesday Night

Apply At

Volume 90.................... Number 81.

Augustus B. Huntley Would Become Sheriff If A Tale Which Deals With “The Old Man” and
Incumbent Died Or Resigned
New Hampshire’s “Lost River”

TWILIGHT LEAGUE ORGANIZED

FOR SALE

J. B. PAULSEN

THREE CENTS A COPE

Saturday
Issue

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

REAL ESTATE-REAL BARGAINS

The Courier-Gazette

MENTIONED ROCKLAND

HE IS VERY MUCH ALIVE

CIRCUS IS HERE TODAY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

The kingdom of God Is within
you.—Luke 17:21.
THE RIVERS AND LAKES OF MAINE
I In vacation time The Courler-Qaaette
hu frequent calls for this classic and
again gives It place In this column for
the convenience of Inquirers.)
Oh. the lovely rivers and lakes of Maine:
1 am charmed with their names, as my
song will explain:
Aboriginal muses Inspire my strain.
While I sing the bright rivers and lakes
of Maine
From Cupsuptlc to Cheputinatlcook,
From Sngsdanock to Pohenegamook—
Gamook. 'ganiook,
Pohenegamook.
From Sagadahotk to Pohenegamook.

For light serenading the ‘Blue Moselle."
"Bonnie Doon' and 'Sweet Avon" may do
very well
But th» rivers of Maine. In their wild
solitudes.
Bring a thunderous sound from the
depths of the woods:
The Aroostook and Chlmmentlcook,
The Chlmpasaoc and Chemquaaaabamtook—
Bamtook, bamtook.
Chemquassa bamtook.
Tha Chlmpasaoc and Chlnquasaahamtook.

Behold I how they sparkle and flash ln
the sun I
Tha Mattawamkeag and the Muasungun,
The kingly Penobscot, the wild Woolsatook,
Kennebec. Kennebago and Sebastlcook:
The pretty Presumpacot and gay Tulaublc:
The Ess'qullsagook and little Schoodlc—
Schoodlc. Schoou.c
The little Schoodlc.
The Ess'qullsagook and little Schoodlc.
Tea. yes. I prefer the bright rivers of
Maine
To the Rhine or the Rhone, or the Saone
or the Seine:
These may do for the cockney, but give
me some nook
On the Ammonooauc or the Wytopltlock.
On the Umsaskls or the Rlpogenls.
The Rlpogenls or the Piscataquis—
'Aquls. aqula
The Piscataquis,
Tha Rlpogenls or the Piscataquis.

TWILIGHT LEAGUE ORGANIZED
looks like a good man to watch, He
turned lp some nice plays.

quolt?

tb po a

1
6
2
1
0
1

11
0
6
3
1
1

a kid used to practice with the Cam

41 10 11 15 27 10
Camden Shells
Japan with the Yale varsity team.
ab r bh tb po a
Por eight innings he was a complete
Daley, cf_______ 4 0 0 0 0
puzzle to the Bay Suters. In the Plalsted. 2b
0 6
4
ninth he was touched up for three Lord, ss
0 0
1 0
hits by the first four batters, but this ’ Mayhew, If ....
3 10
seemed to only test his mettle, for he Wadsworth, lb
0 0
fanned the next two batters, and the Maynard, rf
I
Leonard.
3b
Lake Leman, or Como, what care I for 'score” resolved Itself a solitary run
them.
The visitors made a very good show- f Yates' c -............ 3 0
When Maine has the Moosehead and
ing, considering their hard night ride, stah1' P
Pongokwahem,
And. sweet as the dews ln the violet's and though on the short end of sev- Bennett, p
1

Daley, cf ______ 3
Plalsted, 2b.........4
Lord, ss________ 2
Mayhew, If ____ 4
Wadsworth, lb .. 3
Thomas, c___ _ 4
Yates, rf ............ 0
Gross, rf ............ 2
And there are the Pokeshlne and PatLeonard. 3b ...... 4
quongomla;
And there Is the pretty Coscomgonnoals. Dillingham, p __ 3
Romantic Umbagog and Pemadumook.

And Maine haa the Eagle Lakes, the
Chesppawgan.
The little Seplc and the little Scapan
The spreading Sebago, the Congomgomock.
The MUllkonet and Metesemock.
Caribou snd the fair AmmonJenegamook
Oquassac snd rare Wetokenebacook—
'Acook. acook.
Wetokenebacook.
Oquassac and rare Wetokenebacook.

The Pemadumook and the old Cheauncook
Bebols and Mooeeluck; and take care
not to miss
The Umbazooksls or the Sysladobale—
Dobsls, dobsls.
The Sysladobals.
The Umbazookskus or the Sysladobsls.

Oh. give me the rivers and lakes of
Maine.
In her mountains or forests or fields of
grain.
In the depth of the shade or the blaze of
the sun.
The lakes of Schoodlc and the Bascauhegun.
And the dear Waubaaooa and the clear
Aquessuc.
The Cobbosseecontee and Mlllenklkuk—
Klkuk, klkuk.
The Mlllenklkuk.
The Cobbosseecontee and the Millen—
klkuk?
—Oeorge B. Wallla.

SPARKS MANAGED

den players, and will soon be going to

klas,
Wallahgosquegamook and Teleslmls.
eral close decisions, constituted one of
And when 1 can share ln the fisherman's
33 3 4 5 24 10 6
bunk
the cleanest and best behaved teams
On the Mooeelocmaguntlc or Mol'tun
0
0 0 0 0 2 7 1 x—10
St.
Oeorge
that ever went onto the Camden field.
kamunk—
00002000 1—3
'Amunk. 'amunk.
Camden
Camden Shells
Mol'tunkamunk.
Two-base hits. Mackie. Wadsworth.
On the Moosetuckmaguntlc or Mol'tun
ab r bh tb pc a
kamunk?
Monaghan 3. Base on balls, off Stahl

29

0 0 0 0 0
1112 0
0 112 3
0 2 2 0 0
0 0 0 10 0
1 2 3 9 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 112 1
10 0 12

3

2. Struck out. by Pease 6. by Stahl 5,
by Bennett 2. Hit by pitcher, May
nard. Wild pitch, Pease. Umpires.
Barter and Johnson. Scorer, Winslow.
• • • •
Vlnalhaven 7, Thomaston 6

The Chiefs defeated a Thomaston
team augmented by several Rockland

Collegians at Vlnainaven the Fourth

7 8 27 7 1

Danvers
Moser. 3b ....
Stansfield, 2b
Brown, ss.... .....
Maynard, rf __
Jankoski, p ... ....
Lee, cf, ss ....
Ouimette, If
Hinds, lb ..... ....
Veinotte, rf ......
Terrill, cf..... ......
Pinocchio, c ......

ab
4
4
3
1
3
4
4
3
2
1
3

r bh tb po a e
0

1

1 4 3
3
0
I
2
0
1
0 10 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
2 2 0

1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1
0 0 0 2

1
0
0
0

in a nectic battle lasting ten innings,
the lead shifting several times.
Thomaston was headed by Doug
Walker who pitched good enough to
win. but poor support lost the game
for him. Both teams played lotse
baseball, but two earned runs being
made off Walkjr, while the visitors
had three.
The teams were tieadlockel going
into the ninth with four runs each
“Chummy' Gray drove one of Coombs'
offerings far over the barrier in right
for a home run to put the visitors
ahead and it looked as If Walker
might fulfill MLs desire to win a game

DOWNIE BROS.

CIRCUS
AFTERNOON AT 2.00

Miss Marion Shuford. pretty eques-1
trienne, pictured above on “Kentucky Man" Is one of America's most
accomplished horsewomen and with
this Blue Ribbon stallion Is fea
tured in the gigantic equine offering
of the Sparks managed Downie Bros

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU

If you are a subscriber to
The Courier-Gazette and are
leaving home for any time, long
or snort, let us mall the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mall a card. Tbe paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There will be do
charge.

to right scoring Karl, putting the
visitors ahead.

Vlnalhaven won out in their half
when Oney muffed Middleton's long
0
fly allowing the runner three bases.
0
White hit to center, scoring Middle0
ton with the tying run. and Baum was
0
0 0
given a pass. Coombs forced White
0 <1
0
, and Anderson struck out. With two
0 0
0
on Guilford drove home the winning
2
0
tally by hitting through Felt for a
F.EPFAL PAID WHOM?
single. The Chiefs have won five and
A Correspondent Presents Some In Camden .......... 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 x—3, their half with Anderson being hit by lost two thus far this season. They
teresting Data On Liquor Question
Danvers .......... 00000000 1—1 Walker. Guilford reached first while play at St. George Saturday. Ells
Two-base hit, Thomas. Base on j Pelt was retiring Anderson at second, worth plays at Vinalhaven Sunday,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the game beginning at 2 p. m., stand
Government figures show that the balls, off Dillingham 2. off Jankoski ; Gilchrist, batting for Woodcock, ard.
3
Struck
out,
by
Dillingham
11,
by
struck
out.
Swanson
then
hit
a
fly
to
30000 families of the United States
Vinalhaven Chiefs
since Repeal have spent $83.33 per Jankoski 2. Hit by pitcher, Yates. i right which Oney failed t< hold,
ab r bh tb po a e
family for liquor, while the revenue Dillingham. Sacrifice hits, Dailey. Guilford reaching third. I opkins
Hopkins, ss...... 5 0 1 1 2 4 1
Yates.
Double
play,
Dillingham
and
j
then
hit
a
slow
roller
down
the
third
accruing to the United States fiom
Plaisted. Umpires, Talbot and John- j base line and beat it out, with Gull- Middleton, lb .... 5 1 2 2 8 0 0
this expenditure is only $14.97 per
1 2 2
son.
Scorer, Winslow.
j ford scoring the tying run and when White. 3b ....... 5 0 2 2
family.
3 1
• • • •
Swanson tried to score he was an Baum, c _____ 4 2 2 4 10
However, almost every legitimate
Coombs,
p
........
4
1
0
0
0
1 0
St.
George
10,
Camden
3
j
easy
ou
t,
Gray
to
Flanagan.
business is doing its part to help the
At St. George, on the afternoon of, Karl opened Thomaston's tenth by Anderson, rf .... 4 12 3 10 0
liquor traffic, whether willing or not.
A noted Englishman. Lord Rydner. July Fourth, the Camden Shells had' singling to right and was sacrificed Guilford, 2b .... 5 2 2 2 5 5 1
second. Oney then made up for his Peterson. If .... 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
explains the situation thus: “I re the satisfaction of leading 2 to 0 up i
cently met the finished article of the to the sixth inning. And then there j error o{ the previOus inning by hitting oodcock. If........ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Liquor Trade. He was lying in the was an explosion which proved that!_______________________________ Wahlman, If ..... 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Swanson, cf...... 4 0 0 0 2 0 1
gutter. He had no hat; the hat trade Coach Rawley's boys were using real
6 Gilchrist........ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
was suffering.: His coat was full of ammunition instead of “duds."
Scoring seven runs in the seventh
holes; the tailoring trade was suffer
40 7 11 14 30 16 6
ing. The man had holes In his boots; inning, the home team drove Stahl to
the boot trade was suffering. He had the bench and was none too gentle
Thomaston
no shirt; the linen trade was suffer with Foggy Bennett who replaced him.
ab r bh tb po a e
CLEANED
ing. He was dirty, the soap trade was Pease, the young hurltr from The
Felt, ss ... ......... 5 11113 0
LIKE Mills, cf ........... 3 11110 0
suffering. Indeed, I can hardly men Port, was meantime sailing along ln
tion an industry in this country tranquil seas, allowing Camden but
NEW Oney, rf........... 5 0 112 12
which was not affected by that man's four hits, one of which could as well
Oray. lb ......... 5 2 3 6 11 1 1
Insobriety."
have been charged an error. He
Walker, p ........ 3 10 0 13 0
A survey of 29.385 families carried walked nobody, but did patch one
Flanagan, c ..... 4 0 1 1 8 3 0
on under the A.A.A. in 59 typical batter.
Thomas, If ...... 5 1- 0 0 I 0 0
cities shows the average consumption
The sensational feature of the game
Karl. 2b ........... 4 0 1 1 2 4 0
of milk is 27 percent below the lowest was the backward running catch
Glover. 3b ........ 3 0 1 2 2 2 0
quantity considered necessary to made by Hocking, robbing Joe Leon
health. The milk business pays toll ard of a two-bagger. “Dump" Mon
A wonder
37 6 9 13 29U7 3
to the Liquor Traffic.
aghan was having a field day at bat, ful new scien
• Gilchrist batted for Woodcock in
tific product,
A prominent welfare journal says
registering three two-sackers. Wads 12 years in the
the ninth, t Two out when winning
that coffee shows a drop in consump
worth, who was a little short-suited making now makes possible a thorough
run
was scored.
tion of 20.383.181 pounds for year
on stickwork last season, has appar cleansing ol any kind of removable
1934. On the basis of 50 cups to the
dental work WITHOUT BRUSHING. Vinalhaven .030001001 2—7
ently again discovered the purpose of It is called Dr. Sherwin’s Stera-Kleen.
pound this means 1.019,159,050 fewer
Thomaston ..010110101 1—6
a
bat, and turned in a nice double and
Just ask your dentist about Steracups of coffee were served last year
Two-base hits, Glover, Anderson.
Kleen. He’ll tell you what a marvel
single.
The coffee trade is paying toll to the
ous cleanser it is—how it brings new Thrce-base hit, Baum. Home run,
“
Chick"
Maynard,
the
new
Cam

god “Booze."
mouth comfort and freshness to den Gray. Double play. Oney and Oray.
Did I hear some one say "Repeal den Y.M.C A. secretary, who is act ture wearers. It is far simpler to use,
Base on balls, off Coombs 8. off Walk
paid?" and whom
Oh yes! The ing as pilot for the Shells, had no as well as far more effective, than
er. Strike outs, by Coombs 7, by
brushing.
chances
ln
right
field,
but
is
possessed
dealers in Beverage Alcohol.
Get a package of Stera-Kleen, 30c Walker 6. Hit by pitcher, Anderson,
It's “Repeal and Repent" for the j of a powerful whip, throwing from
and 60c.
Coombs. Sacrifice hits, Mills, Walker,
the port side.
other industries, we're thinking
Corner Drug Store, Main Street,
Glover.
Umpires, Shields and ChlUes.
Wiley,
the
St.
George
shortstop,
E. M. Studley, Medomak, July 3.
Bocltland.—adv.

Tobacco Stained

False Teeth

COMIQUE THEATRE
CAMDEN, MAINE

Time Recognition

A

(Continued Prom Page One)

The Portland Evening News
Gives It a Cordial Summer-

- a new State historian would be ap
pointed as successor to Edward K.
| Oould. deceased.
Judge Oould had not arisen when
j telephone calls began to be received
I at the house from friends very solici
tous to know If the statement conj tallied any truth. Tlie genial Coione!
has been able to offer personal as< surance that he Is still ln the land
[ ot the living, and still much interest
ed ln matters historical, but to make
(the assurance doubly effective he
1 wrote this letter to Oov. Brann:
My Dear Oovernor:—
My attention has been called to a
press dispatch from Augusta that
appears ln the daily press this mornI lng. that among the ISO appoint
ments you are about to make Is that
of State Historian to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Edward K
Oould. I hasten to assure Your Ex
An Associate Press despatch from cellency that the report of my de
Augusta which appeared In the cease Is "very much exaggerated."
Edward K Oould.
Thursday morning dallies shocked
State Historian
local readers with the announcement

organization was unanimously elected
SL George
manager.
ab r bh
• • • •
I. Simmons. 3b
Camden 3, Danvers 1
Smalley. 2b .....
••Away down South." the Cherokee
A fair-sized crowd of holiday fans Wiley, ss .......
Haa named his rivers the Tennessee.
The Chattahoochee and the Ocmulgee.
saw an excellent game on the Camden M. Simmons, lb
The Congaree and the Ohoopee:
Monaghan. If ...
But what are they, or the Frenchy De grounds In the morning, and made the
troit
Mackie, c ______ 5
To the Passadumkeag or the Waaaato- acquaintance of a new pitcher—Dil
Pclky. cf .......... 5
quolt?
'Toquolt. 'toquolt.
lingham of Yale, a member of one of, Hocking, rf ........ 5
The W'aaaatoquott.
To the Passadumkeag or the Wassato- the Camden summer families, who as Pease, p .............. ♦

Then turn to the beautiful lakes of
Maine
(To the Sage of Auburn be given the
strain.
The statesman whose genius and bright
fancy makes
The earths highest glorlea to shine ln
lta lakes I;
What lakes out of Maine can we place tn
the book
With the Matagomon and the Pangockomook?
'Omook. 'omook.
The Pangokomook.
With the Maitagomon and the Pangoko
mook?
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TONIGHT AT 8.00

Circus which is In Rockland today.
In the number ln which the above
Is featured there are 30 horses and
30 fair equestriennes completely sur
rounding the huge hippodrome
track and thrilling exhibitions ever
attempted with a circus.

THE DANCE CADENCE
Pupils of Miss Doris Heald
To Delight Rockland Folks

With It
The stage cf the High School audi
torium will abound with radiant col
ors and resound to the rhythmic ca
dence of the dance Tuesday at 8.15
when Miss Doris Heald presents her
pupils in dance recital for the benefit
of Dockland residents, a large num
ber of enrollments ln her school be
ing from this city.
Gorgeous is a strong word but no
whit too expressive for the creative de
signing and beautiful colorings which
make of Miss Heald’s costumes close
to the lost word in elegance. Coupled
with the proficient and grace steps
of her young charges, the exhibition
will be an unqualified delight to all
who enjoy seeing children perform—
and who does not? Youngsters at
their most appealing age possess a
magnetic attraction never quite
equalled by the ambitions of other en
tertainment. pretentious though it be.
Such has proved true at least In Cam
den where the youthful dancers fill
the Opera House to the doors when
ever they are bidden "Oo into your
dance."
New numbers and a plentiful va
riety comprises a program richly
studded with color, light and rhythm.
Studious application has been un
sparingly expended, and to good pur
pose think teacher and pupils—a con
viction whiefh will undoubtedly be
shared by those attending this third
annual offering.
If one prefers to be a "first nighter"
the opportunity is afforded Monday at
the Camden Opera House, the time
8.15.

In its recently Issued Summer
Supplement, which Is largely given
over to the exploitation of Maine
from Its various angles as a summer
resort region, our city comes ln for
this very pretty recognition.
No section of the Atlantic seaboard
so the article reads Is more fascina
ting or excels ln scenic beauty that
embraced by rugged Owl's Head, at
the entrance of Rockland Harbor on
one extremity and the Acadian
National Park —at Bar Harbor on the
other.
Nowhere will one find greater op
portunity for recreation than on and
near Penobscot Bay. whose scenic
grandeur Is often compared to the
Bay of Naples. Rockland at the
mouth of Penobscot Bay is the
threshold to this varied playground
and all points in this territory are
easily reached through her gates.
Service by the Maine Central Rail
road Is augmented during the sum
mer season by additional and faster
trains. Travel by water is made pos
sible by the well appointed ships of
the Eastern 8teamshlp Lines from
Bangor. Bar Harbor and Boston The
Vlnalhaven A Rockland Steamboat
Company serves North Haven and the
outlying Islands In Penobscot Bay
while Islesboro and Castine are
reached by the Maine Central Rail
road fleet.
For the owner of yachts and motor
boats there Is the newly organized
Rockland Community Yacht Club,
completely equipped and ready to
serve at any hour of day or night. In
Rockland harbor sheltered from the
south and west by the mainland, and
from the north and east by Rock
land Breakwater, there Is a refuge
and quiet water, no matter how severe
the weather. Craft at anchor ln
Rockland harbor are not subject to
the pull of heavy undertow such as la
found ln many harbors.
By automobile Rockland is reached
from either east or west by the
picturesque Atlantic Highway, Na
tional Route No. 1. On this route
from the westward are the historic
towns of Brunswick, with Bowdoln
College; Bath and her new $4,000,000
Carleton Bridge: Waldoboro and her
ancient German church and Thomas
ton. the home of the Revolutionary
hero. General Henry Knox. From the
eastward, the route from Bangor
follows the flow of the Penobscot
river when a panorama of Incom
parable beauty unfolds Itself before
the eyes of the motorist.
At Rockland there are pleasant
hotels and Inns, adequately equipped
to care for those who stop for a night
or those whose Inclinations make It
desirable to sojourn here for an ex
tended period.
One may leave the cares and wor
ries of business and household activi
ties for a time and seek pleasure and
relaxation where nature dwells ln
beautiful and varying scenery. Nest
ling in the embrace of friendly hills
and facing the blue expanse of Penob
scot Bay. where could one find a more
congenial place to spend the holidays?
Por the deep sea fisherman there
is the ocean from which he may take
cod. haddock, pollock In quantity and
occasional halibut and swordfish. For
the nlmrod there are Innumerable
lakes and streams, where In season
one may take land-locked salmon,
trout, bass, pickerel and perch. Boats
and guides are available on practi
cally all local waters.
To the mountain climber Rock
land offers special attractions, as our
neighboring hills stand like sentinels
a short distance from the city. The
Meguntlcook Range rises abruptly
from the ocean ln rugged beauty and
grandeur.

ents Dr and Mrs. C. O Robbins at
Juniper Lodge, Lake Meguntlcook.
John S Kane of Philadelphia, Capt.
Rots Oray of Deer Isle and FTank
Burnham of New York city are guests
of Mr and Mrs. Prank H. Wilbur.
Dr. and Mrs. Ouy Blot J of Roslindale. Mass. are visitors at the home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs Prank
Blood. Washington street.
Henry Gould of East Orange, N. J.,
Is visiting his mother. Mrs. Nettie j
CAMDEN
Gould. Meguntlcook street.
Prank Mansfield of Brookline, J
Mrs. Cornelius Gray will be hostess Mass, Is ln town for a few weeks.
to the ladies of the Methodist So
ciety Wednesday afternoon.
FIRST CLASS
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of
the GA.R.'held Its regular meeting
TRUCKING SERVICE
last evening.
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTERS TRANSFER
The meeting of Camden Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, will take place
W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
TeL Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Uhg.
Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Salzado have
arrived from New York city to pass
the season here.
Andy Hutchins won the first HAJ
race Thursday and the Osgood
brothers second.
And other rectal diseases
Dr. George Pullen of Bangor has
leased tlie Huae estate on High street
Treated Without Pain
and with hla mother, will occupy It
or Loss of Time
as a residence.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Shlbles of
Webster, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Prank L. Kennedy,
TEL. 1171 .
Rev. Douglas Robbias of Lowell
33 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
1278U
Mass., spent the holiday with his par

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

SUNDAY

SUNDAY

SUNDAY

LOUIS vs CARNERA
FIGHT PICTURES
AND
U

MISSISSIPPI
WITH

BING CROSBY, W. C. FIELDS, JOAN BENNETT
ALSO

Added Specialty, “POPEYE CARTOON”
Benefit Camden Fire Department
Matinee. 2.30. Evening, 7 and 9 P. M.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle
au Haut, Swan’s Island and Frenchboro
(Subject to change without notice)
lEaatern Standard Time)

SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
“STEAMER NORTH HAVEN"
Effective June 20th To September 15th, Inclusive
Read Down
DAILY
DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY Only
SUNDAY Only
A M. P M. AM.
AM. P.M. P.M.
4.30 2.15 K.OO Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 12.00 7.00 7.15
5.40 3.30 9 05 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 1100 6.00 6.15
650 4.40 1010 Lv. STONINGTON.
Ar. 10 00 5.00 5.15
800
11.10 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND.
Lv. 9.00
4.15
Read Up
VINALHAVEN LINE
“STEAMER W. S. WHITE"
DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
AN. P.M. A.M.
5.00 2.15 KUO Lv. ROCKLAND.
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN.

Sunday
Only
AM.
Ar. 9.45
Lv. 8.30

DAILY
EXCEPT
SUNDAY
P.M. P.M.
5.45 6 00
4.30 4.45
76-U

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
RATES:'

to Your hotel in BOSTON

W'T"

«u
-O'

ehU, >0t««

;/i500 Rooms
art Ttt • • •

I

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB’-.SHOWER

«’ NORTH STATION
TRAIN-ROOM*

•<

ICE SERVICE

DEPENDABLE YEAR ROUND
ICE SERVICE
DAY OR NIGHT
Quality Product, Courteous,
Efficient Drivees

CHARLES H. McINTOSH

Tel 626, Rockland
DAY OR NIGHT
27Stf

A $2 Value For $1

Summer Shirts that
turn one shirt buyers

into "I’ll take three”
$1.65
RYTEX DECKLE
EDGE VELLUM
PRINTED STATIONERY

July Only

You haven't any shirts at home for

which you paid $2 50 that will touch
them for style and If you were
making the price yourself the low

est you'd go Is $2.00.

And we think you’ll buy thr : even

100 SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

though it's been years since you
felt that wealthy.

But... here’s the rub . . . you have

to see them before you have the
slightest idea of what we’re talk
ing about . , . that's our only

trouble... in getting busy men lik'e

With Name and Address on
Sheets and Envelopes in Blue Ink
—or. Raised Monogram on Sheets
in Nile Green. Poilu Blue or Terra
Cotta Red. Envelopes plain.

Large Plat Sheets or Double Note
Sheets cf fine quality White Vel
lum, Sheets and Envelopes deckled.
At this sensationally low price for
July Only! Buy a supply now for
future use.

you to step out of your routine for
just ten minutes.

New Neckwear
New Hosiery
New Sport Shirts
Jantzen Swim Suita

Postage 10c Extra

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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28 29 3d 31

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 6— Uownle Bros Circus 111 Rock
land
July 7-6—"Century of Service" Cele
bration. 100th anniversary of Rockland
Congregational Church.
July 8 Camden—Doris Heald's Danes
Recital In Opera House
July 8 Doris Heald s Dance Recital In
Rockland High School auditorium
July 11 Camden At Opera House.
Colby College Players In Morning at
Sevan." Benefit of Camden Relief Asso
ciation, Followed by reception at White
hall
July 18 Open gardens In Boothbay
region. 10 a in to S p m
July 15-Bt Swlthln'a Day
July IS—(730 p m I Annual meeting.
Knos County Association for rural
religious education. Dnlversallst vestry
July W-Cemden—Garden Club flower
show
July 18 Thomaston — Federated Circle
summer fair on Congregational Church
lawn.
July 30 New England States Veterans
Firemens Muster at Portland
July 31 - Boston Yacht Club's annual
cruise disbands at Camden
July 34 — Waldoboro- Lawn party of
Woman's Club
July 34-Aug
21 - Castine — Alumni
Camp at Bandy Point
July 35—Camden— At Opera House. Jit
ney nayera with Ethel Barrymore Colt.
Benefit Camden Relief Association
July 38 Camden—At Opera House,
matinee, special for children. Jitney
Players with Ethel Barrymore Colt In
"Wizard of Oz
Benefit Camden Relief
Association
July 38 Camden -At Opera House In
the evening. Jitney Players. Ethel Barry
more Colt. In "She Stoops to Conquer “
Benefit Camden Relief Association
July 31
Rockport
Baptist Ladlrs
Circle mid-summer fair on church lawn
Aug 5 Eastern Star field day at Glencove Orange hall
Aug 7 Camden—St. Thomas' pariah
annual bazaar on rectory lawn.
Aug 12-13—Fifth annual poultry
school at University of Maine
Aug 14 Owl's Head Church fair and
supper
Aug 14 — Thomaston — St John's
Church summer fair.
Aug 15—Warren—Annual mid-summer
concert at Baptist Church.
Sept 10—City schools open
Sept 35-37—State W C.T.O. convention
In Gardiner.
COMING REUNIONS
Aug IS-Light reunion at
Pavilion. Washington

Llght'a

James J. O'Hara's FEJLA. class
will be held at the High School build*
ing Monday night.
Mr and Mrs. John Robbins of
Washington. D C, are visiting Mr.
Robbins' former home in this city.
Tlie Flying Squadron of Knox
County Christian Endeavor will have
charge of the meeting at Ingraham'
Hill Chapel Sunday at 3 o'clock.

The dance committee of the Eastern
Star field day, to be held at Olencove
Orange hall Aug. 5, have engaged
Stan Walsh's Orchestra for evening
dancing.

American Legion Auxiliary meets
The date for the opening of the fall
Monday at 7.30. No election of officers term of city schools is Sept. 10.
as previously announced.
M. M. Griffin has been appointed
C. Clifford Smith. 65. died at his as one of Knox County's Jury com
home on Brondway yesterday. Funeral missioners.
Monday at 2 p in.
Mayor Thurston regretfully de
clined
Mayor Emery's invitation to
Mrs Oladys S Morgan is singing at
celebration
the First Baptist Church tomorrow, attend the Quoddy
substituting for Miss Gladys Orant Thrusday.

w ho Is ill.

Beginning July 8, H. H. Crle <V Co.,
Mrs. Hiram Young and daughters. will be located ln Syndicate block,
Misses Lottie, Addle and Myrtle, are removing thence from their store in
occupying their new cottage at In Masonic Temple.
graham HUI.
With the addition of the five Coca
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Rector and Cola elephants from the Chandler Zoo
son Chester and Miss Arllne Hills in Atlanta the Downie Bros, elephant
spent the Fourth with Mr. and Mrs herd becomes the second largest in
America. It plays In Rockland today
Lewis Freeman at Waldo Station.
with giant street parade at 1130.
Miss Mary Haskell goes Monday to
F. A. Winslow of The Courier-Oa
Bates College summer school and for
a course at the Maine 8chool of Com zette will be guest speaker at the
merce. Miss Dorothy Parker will at meeting of the Dainariscotta-Wlscastend summer school at University of set Rotary Club ln Damariscotta next
Tuesday night. He has been booked
Maine.
for a Lincoln County woman's club
The pictures of the LouLs-Carnera meeting Jan. 14.
fight can be seen at Park Theatre
At a meeting of the executive com
today. It Is said to be a remarkable
action picture with the sensation of mittee of the Parent-Teacher Associ
the year, Louis, annihilating the man ation last night the two annual
scholarships for further study were
mountain.
awarded to Gertrude Heal and Emma
The Knox Academy mortgage debt Harding. It was decided to refrain
still lacks 8211 83 of being wiped out, from presenting these scholarships to
the total amount raised being 81488 the same student or students succes
The Camden Oarden Club having sive times.
made the largest contribution re
The pre-school clinic for all chil
ceives the latest prize.
dren who will enter school next tail
The Vlnalhaven & Rockland Steam will be held Tuesday at 8.30 at the
boat Co. within the past seven days Tyler building, Warren street, for
has brought to this port nine carloads children north of Llmerock street.
of fish, shipped by the Bay State Wednesday at 8J0 at the Purchase
Fisheries Co. The fir lx safety re street school for children south of
frigerating cars made their first ap Llmerock street. Important that all
pearance ln this city, enroute to Kan such children
attend.
I
sas City. Their contents are assured
Stanley C. Boynton, who achieved
a given temperature for eight days by
aviation
fame by his Junior trans
an automatic thermostat arrange
continental flight a few years ago, is
ment.
today exulting over a prize greater
Local 425 (Painters’ Union) has than that which the championship
elected these officers: President. Arn brought him. The name of the prize
old Allen; vice president. Anson Is Barbara Ann. She was born to Mr
Pryor; treasurer. Harold W. Phil and Mrs. Boynton this morning, and
brook; recording secretary. Howard tipped the scales at eight pounds.
Small; financial secretary. Percy McIn the midst ot last night's electrical
Cusick; conductor. Ouy Upton; pre
ceptor, Ralph Clark; warden. Edgar storm the root ot Havener block
Crockett. These officers were in sagged in Its rear section and dropped
stalled at Mr McCusick's workshop by to the bowling alley floors. Consid
Arnold Allen. The local has a paid erable water poured Into the rear
membership of 29. with more appli store room of the A. & P. market be
low but fortunately affected empty
cations coming.
crates and cartons mostly. No seri
The First Baptist Church school ous damage resulted except to the
has been having some delightful pic building which is being repaired this
nics this week. Tuesday afternoon the morning.
beginners were charmingly entertained
at Rose Cliffs, with Rev. and Mrs J. ! The City Government has passed
C. MacDonald. Misses
Dorothy an ordinance restricting parking to
Thomas and Bernice Havener In |
one hour on Main street from Sum
charge. Games and Ice cream were mer street to the Oen. Berry Engine
enjoyed. Wednesday the primary House. This was done at the request
group went to Ash Point. Mr. and of the Chamber of Commerce which
Mrs. MacDonald and daughter. Miss
found, upon polling the rethil mer
Gwennie. Misses Lilia Sherman. Mar
chants that 95 per cent were ln favor
jorie Richards and Jacqueline Blethen
of one hour parking on Main street.
were in charge, and the 'isual good
Signs will be placed at different
time with picnic, lunch, bathing and
points Indicating this.
games was In order.

Principal Joseph Blaisdell and Supt
Frank D. Rowe of Warren have gone
to Columbia University, N. Y, for
summer school. Supt. E. L. Toner
Tlie summer season at "Trail's
goes on Monday for the summer ses
End." Ash Point, has opened auspici
sion at Bates College.
ously. with a number of guests al
In spite of the ructions on Main ready on hand and other reservations
street "the night before" citizens being booked. "Trail's End" is the
found that thoroughfare Immaculate attractive new home built by Mr. and
on the holiday, thanks to Pat Mc Mrs. Otis Lewis after the razing of
Auliffe and Oeorge Williams, who the old John Lewis homestead. With
arose at 3 a m. to see that it was prop a maximum amount of labor a former
alder patch has been transformed Into
erly manicured.
attractive premises, with flower beds
Members of the Congregational and neatly constructed roadways.
Church and parish wishing to donate The glassed-in dining room facing the
flowers for decorating the church for Channel is a source of delight to all
the Centennial services Sunday are who have visited the place. While
asked to bring them to the church •'Trail's End" is primarily a rooming
this afternoon, or to notify Rev. Mr. and boarding house, shore dinners of
Olds, Jarvis C. Perry or Mrs. Aldana a de luxe character are furnished to
Spear, and they will be called for. * transients who will make seasonable
reservations.
Attractions at Strand Theatre next
e-----------------r
Chisholm's Spa curt service Is one
week: Sunday. Monday, Tuesday, “No
More ladies," with Robert Montgom of the pleasant features of this sum
ery, Joan Crawford and Franchot mer season. Delicious home made
Tone; Wednesday and Thursday, Ices and cold fountain drinks served
Maurice Chevalier in "Follies Ber- ln your own car. Main street, corner
80-85
gere"; Friday and Saturday, "People Lindsey. Rockland.—adv.

Will Talk," with Charles and Mary
Boland.
Ralph M. Stone, automobile me
chanic, for 13 years with Rockland
Garage, has opened his new one-stop
service station on Route 1, Thomaston
road, Just this side of the Pleasant

street crossing. All new mechanical
equipment and modern cvonvenlences
make it a one-stop station of the
latest type.
i
Special dry cleansing, 80 cents,
plain garments, men and women.
Peoples Laundry. Tel. 170, City. 74-tf
See me for automobile insurance.
Lumberman's Mutual has always
made a substantial dividend saving.
Stock companies, six months pro
rata. Best of service, strongest com
panies.
M. F. Lovejoy, Masonic
Temple, Rockland. Telephone 1060-J.
Itl-tf
1855

1935

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
122Stf

Artistic Memorials in Stone
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THE CONGREGATIONAL CENTENNIAL
DRASTIC REDUCTION IN PRICES

Everything In Readiness For the Two “Big Days”
At the Rockland Church
Of the five living former pastors of the Congregational Church unfor
tunately only two are able to attend "The Century of Service" exercises which
will be held there tomorrow and Monday. All were Invited by the pastor.
Rev Corwin H Olds, who has received letters of regret from Rev John Hast
ings Quint. Rev. J. Edward NAwton and Rev William H. Mousley.
The two who will be present are Rev Dr Charles A. Moore of Bangor,
who speaks at the morning service tomorrow; and Rev Walter 8 Rounds of
Cambridge. Mass., who speaks at the Sunday evening service.
There will be a charge of 25 cents for the circle supper Monday evening,
but admission will be free to the lecture by Prof. Bradshaw.
The propiam In full follows:

SUNDAY, JULY 7th
MORNING

Prelude—"Meditation”
Mietzte
M iss Bertha Luce, Violin; Mrs. Nettie Averill, Piano;
Mrs. Faith Berry, Organ
Call to Worship
Rev. Corwin H. Olds
(Congregation standing)
Doxology
Invocation
Rev. Corwin H. Olds
(Followed by Lord's Praver in Unison)
Anthem—"It is a Good Thing To Give Thanks Unto the Lord,"
—

Stewart

r
The Choir

Responsive Reading—“The House of the Lord"
574
(Congregation seated)
Gloria
Scripture Reading—II Peter 3:1-13
Charles Albert Moore, D. D.

Hymn—“O Thou Whose Hand Has Brought Us"
390
Pra>er
Rev. Walter S Rounds
(Response by the choir)
Solo—"These Are They" (From the "Holy City”)
Mrs. Esther Perry Howard
Announcements
Offertory from Thais
(Response by Choir)

Gaul

Massenet
La targe

Quartet—“The First Psalm"

Mrs. Esther Perry Howard, Soprano
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, Contralto
Mr. Harold Green, Tenor
Mr. Charles A. Rose, bass
Sermon—" The Lessons of Memory" Rev. Charles Albert Moore, D.D.
(Pastor 1895-1905)
Hymn—"Faith of Our Fathers"
...........
|J
Rev. Walter S. Rounds

Benediction

(Congregation seated)

Postlude

Guilmant

The Trio
EVENING

Prelude—"Allegro Congratzia” from Symphonic Pathetique
Tschaitowsty
Mrs. Nettie Averill, Piano
Mrs. Faith Berry, Organ
Call to Worship

The Choir

Doxology

I nvocation

Rev. Corwin H. Olds
(Followed by Ixird's Prayer in Unison

Anthem—“The Pilgrim Chorus" from Tannhauser

ll'agner

The Choir
Rev. Walter S. Rounds

Scripture Reading

Hymn—“O Worship the King, All Glorious Above

15

Rev. Corwin H. Olds

Prayer
(Response by the Choir)

Solo—“The Living God”
>
Geoffrey O'Hara
A public hearing will be held ln the
M rs. Nettie Bird Frost
,
Chamber of Commerce rooms at 9
Announcements
a. m, July 18. in the matter of re
view of reports on p.cimlnary ex O'Tertory—“Pastorale”
Guilmant
aminations of Rockland harbor, sub
(Response by the Choir)
mitted to Congress with letter from
Frisby-Slickles
the Secretary of War dated April 13. Quartet—"It Was For Me"
1921, with a view to determining
'ITie Mixed Quartet
whether any further Improvement of
the harbor Is advisable at the pres Sermon—"'ITie Mystery of The Kingdom of God”
Rev. Walter S. Rounds
ent time. Oral statements will be
(Pastor 1919-1934)
heard, but request Is made that all
important facts and arguments should
.........................
7
Hymn—“The Church’s One Foundation"
be submitted ln writing.
Handel
The Hallelujah Chorus
Dr. Walter P. Conley who has pilot
The Choir
ed the Rockland Rotary Club through
Rev. Corwin H. Olds
a very happy and successful year, Benediction
yesterday turned over the gavel to
the 1935-36 president, Dr. James Kent. JUNIOR ART AWARDS lage in Scarboro attracted much at
tention and was highly complimented
Alan L. Bird, governor of the 38th dis
trict, was on hand and presented each To Be Made By Knox County by the leading artists who attended.
Mr. Hussey, former head of the Phil
member with a token of the Mexico
Garden Clubs July 16
adelphia School of Textile and Ap
trip. Capt. Pendergast of the C.C.C.
Camp in Camden gave an interesting
The second annual Knox County plied Art. who judged the exhibit and
story of the system employed there. Garden Clubs' Junior art awards will awarded the prizes last July at the
Camden Flower Show, also spoke of
Guests included A. M. G. Soule of
be given this year at the Camden it as one of the most interesting
Augusta
and
Dr.
Tliurlow
of
this
city.
Lux given away all next week at
Flower Show tn the Opera House Junior Art Exhibits because of the
Senter Crane's with every purchase Homer E. Robinson and W. A. Glover July 16. Four garden clubs con unusual amount of real artistic
were awarded badges fof ten years
of Luxables. Call for yours.—adv.
tribute the money for these junior ability shown.
of perfect attendance.
art
prizes: Camden, Rockport.
It is hoped that the annual ward
Rockland and Thomaston co-operat ing of the art prizes by the Knox
At the request of several members
County Oarden Clubs will lead to
ing.
of the Legion Posts in Knox County
So much Interest has been mani the discovery of some worthwhile
to form a County Drum Corps, defi
fested in these art prizes that the talent.
nite plans have been arranged to
entire exhibit Is to be shown ln each
hold a Drum Corps meeting ln
of the towns participating. The plan
THOMASTON
Legion hall, Rockland, next Tuesday
AND
the October meetings of the Parentat 7.30 p. m. All members of AreyThere will be a school clinic Tues
Teacher Associations.
Heal Post. Camden; Storer-Colllns
day at the office of the selectmen at 2
This yeai a new class has been
Post, Union; Willlams-Brazier Post,
o'clock. Dr. Cushing, school physi
Established 1840
opened and the awards for drawings
Thomaston;
Winslow-Holbrook Post,
cian, and Dr. Walter Conley will be
Licensed Embalmera and
and paintings by adults or those who
Rockland; Woodcock-Cassle-Coombs
ln attendance. All children entering
Attendants
have left school will be known as the
Post, Vinalhaven, who are Interested
sub-primary and flrst year are re
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Gregory
Art
Awards
because
the
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
In forming a County Drum Corps are
quired to attend.
money has been generously contribut
Invited to attend this meeting. In
Sanford Hyler was at home from
Day or Night Telephone
ed by Mr. Gregory of the Gregory
dications already show that one of
Boothbay Harbor for the holiday and
Clothing Store in Rockland. Exhibits
450
the largest Drum Corps In the State
weekend.
Representatives in all large cities can be organized here In Knox by all classes are to include the same
general subjects, flowers, birds, trees,
ln the United States and Canada
County.
j
The pompous judge glared sternly
land scapes, designs using nowers,
AMBULANCE
over his spectacles at the tattered
etc., as the motif.
Service Is Instantly available.
prisoner who had been dragged be
Judging will be done by well known
Experienced attendants on dnty.
fore the bar of justice on a charge of
artists or teachers from away. Prizes
j
vagrancy.
Day and Night Telephone
are: The Gregory Art awards, $5, $3.
Monday Evening, Jtlhe 17 82; High Schools, S5, 3. $2; grades, "Have you ever earned a dollar ln
450
your life?" he asked In scorn
toOUG VINAL'S ORCHESTRA
3. 82. 8L
361 MALY ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
"Yes, your honor." was the reSo. Thomaston Grange Hall
The junior art work shown by Knox jsponse. “I voted for you at the last
72‘lt
County last year at the Danish Vil I election,"

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

Don’t Forget the Dance

ESTATE OF
IN THE CHURCHES
Furniture, Some Old and Rare Piece*,
SERMONETTE

Singing a Hymn
How many things we do through
life without giving mueh thought
to the origin of customs. 8lnglng
a hymn is a simple experience.
We accept It as an Integral part
of a church service. We rise and
sing—but, how few of us think
much about It, or of thr centuries
that elapsed and the experiences
of many strange people ln various
forms of religion which led up to
hymn singing In which we Join
with such nonchalance. We sel
dom ask ourselves. What Is this
I have sung? What Is a hymn
divine service? How long has the
world been singing hymns? Tlie
word Is Greek, hymnos. Greece
lent itself well to hymns, for
Greece was a land of song
The science of hymnology Is
ancient Hymns grew out of the
use of ihusic in worship and that
came when rhythm was used to
express emotion Two very old
collections have come down to us.
the Babylonian and Vedic. The
first were incantations to the gods
for aid In sickness and troubles,
"penitential hymns;" whereas the
Vedic hymns were largely sacri
ficial. Persia had a collection.
Egypt sung hymns during proces
sions of worship. Confucius out
of 3000 songs collected forty poems,
the "Ship King" songs ot praise
for temple and altar use. The
Oreeks had a splendid collection
of Homeric hymns. Long before
the Christian era the Hebrews pro
duced the highest forms of wor
ship poetry. The Hebrews “salter
has never been equalled. This
nomadic people drew richly from
their contact with the great
civilizations of Babylon, Assyria
and Egypt. When we sing a hymn
we take our part ln ancient re
ligious customs.
William A. Holman.

At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal*
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
for the third Sunday after Trinity,
7 30 and 10 30.
• • • 9
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday the pastor will preach morn
ing and evening. At 10.30 there will
be special music and a sermonette for
the children. Church school will meet
at 11.45. praise and preaching service
at 7.15. Prayer meeting Tuesday eve
ning at 7 30.
» • • •

China, Glassware, Rugs, Pictures, Oma- ,

ments, etc.
Many Articles Collected From Different

Parts of the World

CLOSING DATS OF SALE

First National Bank Bldg.
BELFAST, MAINE

THE AMERICAN HOME
THE SAFEGUARD OF AMERICAN
LIBERTIES
For almost half a century we have specialized in making long time
loans to peopje in this vicinity to help them acquire home*. This
is our only business and we are very proud of our record. We have
ample funds to loan at all times. Our terms are so easy that any
body. earnestly desiring a home, ran secure It more easily and surely
by our plan than In any other way. Don't you want to come In and
talk it over. We are easy to find at 18 School Street, opposite the
Postofflcr.

RIGKLMDMl5 BIMINE ISSO.
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.
756tf

Church Sunday morning. The quarFirst Gossip—Why
did
they
tet under the direction of Charles separate?
Wilson will sing "The Wonders of Thy
Second Oosslp—Nobody knows.
Love," Bird. Mrs Gladys Jones Mor
First Oosrip—O. how terrible I
gan will sing “The Stranger of Oalllee." The church school will meet at
the noon hour Forty-five minutes of
LAST CALL FOR
Inspiration Is offered you In the Endeavorer's session which opens at
6 30. The people's evening service
opens at 7.30. Tlie quartet composed
of Mrs. Mildred Havener. Mrs. Oladys
Cabbage. Red Cabbage, Cauliflower
Jones Morgan. Osmond Palmer and
Celery. Tomatoes, Peppers, etc.
Charles Wilson will sing “I Heard the
Summer Flowering Plants—
Voice," Minshall. and "How Long Wilt
Asters, Snapdragons. Petunias,
Thou Forget Me?" Pfluegar. The sub
Zinnias, Portulaea, Calendulas,
Verbenas.
ject of Mr MacDonald’s sermon will
be "Following the Blueprint." This ALSO Window Boxes all filled in
service lasts Just 63 minutes.
The
blossom. 82.25 each
Daily Vacation Bible School will be
Sheep Manure. Bone Meal,
held Monday and Tuesday of this
Tobareo Dust, Etc.
week from 9 to 11.30. Tuesday eve
EDWIN A. DEAN
ning the school's demonstration will
take place. This is open to the
TEL. 671-J
ROCKLAND. ME.
81SH4
public.

PLANTS

HORN
SMITH—At Norfolk. Maw . July 2. to Mr
and Mrs Oeorge E. Smith, a daughter.
Ruth Ann
BOYNTON At Rockland. July 8. to Mr.
and Mra Stanley C Boynton, a daugh
ter, Barbara Ann

At First Church of Christ. Scien
tist. corner of Cedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
mon tomorrow will be “God." Sun
MARRIED
day School Is at 1145 Wednesday C'ROCKETT-WINCHENBAUOH At Rockland. July 3, by Rev H R. Wlnchen- |
evening testimony meeting Is at 7.30.
batigh. Kdgnr B Crockett and Miss Vir
ginia Dare Wlnchenbaugh. both of
The reading room is located at 400
Rockland
Main street, and open week days from BUTaMm - HEATH At New London.
Conn. June 29. by Rev Mr Pase at
2 until 5 p. m.
Baptist Church. Arthur F. Bulmer of
• • • •
Rockland and Alice May Heath of New
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church on Sunday the Friendly Men's
Bible Class will meet at 9.30. Rev.
Charles E. Brooks will be in charge
of morning and evening worship
services; Leonard M. Dearden will
play the organ and the choir will
render special musical numbers. Holy
Communion will be observed at 10 30
Evening worship will be held in the
auditorium. Tlie church school will
meet at noon. The Daily Vacation
Bible School will continue on Monday
and Tuesday mornings from 9 until
11*45. On Tuesday evening at 7.15
there will be a public demonstration
of the work done in the school and an
exhibition of handwork The school
wIR close with an outing on Wed
nesday.
•

Iondon, Conn
ORAY-TOLMAN At Rockport. June Tt,
by Rev J C MacDonald. Livingston
Gray and Mrs Edith Tolman. both of
Rockport.
CHASE-KNIOHT At Belfast. June 25. |
Howard Chase and Miss Bertha Reuter
Knight, both of Rockland

DIED
STEWARD At Rockport. July 4. Blanche
(Bowden), widow of Dr. Carleton W
Steward, aged 58 years. Puneral Sun
day at 1 o’clock at the home Inter
ment In Bucksport.
WHEELER At Rockland. July 2. Frances
A Wheeler, aged 54 years, 4 months,
5 days.
FAIRBROTHER At Camden, July 4.
Harold Lee Falrbrother. aged 47 years.
9 months. 11 days. Funeral Sunday
at 2 o'clock from Good's funeral home
JONfes At Port Clyde. July 5. Ezekiel
Sawyer Jones, aged 8 years. 10 days
Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock from resi
dence.
SMITH At Rockland. July 5. Charles
Clllford Smith, aged 65 years Funeral
Monday at 2 o'clock Interment at
Ash Point.

« • a

"Something Better Than Happi
ness" will be the subject of the
"repeat" sermon at the First Baptist

Russell

Funeral Home
Successor to Bowes & Crozier
CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
Mrs. Minnie Crozier

8

BIG ELM TEA ROOM
Lobster Dinners,
$1.00
Chicken Dinners,
.75
Regular Dinners, Lunches
and Sandwiches

Home Made Ices
Home Cooked Pastry
On Sale
TENANT'S HARBOR, TEL. 6-2

water pipes

Branrhrs at Union and Rockport
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2350

REPAIRED & RELAID

WE BUY

Inside and out, digging Includ
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewera dug,
laid out and cleaned when plugged.
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep
er. Floors cemented and walls re
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
work, etc.

OLD GOLD

Clarence E. Daniels

JEWELER
370 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf

S. E. Eaton
TEL. 1187-R

ROCKLAND. ME.
-J

80-lt

More Value
than Expected
Because of years of training and
experience, because of the use of
the finest and mast appropriate
materials, because of unusual care
ln designing memorials and the
most exacting standards of manu
facture. there is an extra value not
specified ln your order that is built
Into every memorial which we pro
duce.
That extra value, you will dis
cover, will show up in the finish,
the appearance and the endurance
of the memorial which we furnish
for you. It is that added value that
has made our work so successful
arid satisfactory tn the past. It
gives to our monumental work an
unmistakable distinction — makes
them really better than expected.

You have our definite, open
pledge that the memorial you pur
chase from us must and will be
more than satisfactory. It will be
given superior quality—extra value
—without any additional cost to
you.
Your call upon us will not place
you under obligation.

W. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
Distinctive Memorials in
Granite and Marble
Thomaston,
East Union, Me.
Phone 1)4-3
Phone 13-31
783(11
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FRIENDSHIP

CURRENT EVENTS PHOTOGRAPHED EOR

The Courier Gazette

BROUGHT MARTIAL LAW—Scenes of violence Ilka
this brought martial law In Omaha, Nebraska, during
the street car strike. At Governor’s orders guardsmen
removed all trolleys from streets and prevented further
bloodshed.

HONORED—Newly-elected
perial Potentate Leonard P.
Sttuart (right) Is presented with
s new Cadillac by Richard H.
Grant, vice-president of General
Motors Corporation, which sup
plied three hundred and fifty
ears during the annual Shrine
convention in Washington. O. C.

“DOING NICELY, THANK
YOU”—Norma Shearer, (Mrs.1
Irving Thalberg) lovely screen
star, was presented recently
with a baby girl. She will return
to pictures in the fall, In
meo and Juliet."

MAKES GRAFT CHARGES
—Ewing Y Mitchell, ousted
Assistant Secretary of Com
merce. who charged that
“Improper favoritism and
graft abound" In the Depart
ment of Commerce. A con
gressional Inquiry Into his
charge has been started.

NO BUNK — IT'S
A BEDI — One of
the many new
Ideas In furniture
to be exhibited at
the summer furni
ture market In the
Merchandise
Mart Chicago,
next month. Floor
coverings, lamps
and curtains and
drapery markets
will be held con
currently In “the
world’s largest
building.*

UNIQUE COMMENCEMENT —Graduates from the
Boys' Anti-Crime Council, the first organised move
ment to nip crime before it starts, receive emblems
from J. Edgar Hoover, Pead of the famous G-men.

Mrs. C. E Patch of Davis Point was
! hostess recently to the Baptist 8ewi lng Circle and guests, those present
numbering 38. who at 12:30 repaired
from Mrs. Patch’s summer home to
The lobster Pot where an excellent
lobster dinner was served. A mem
ento of the occasion was preserved In
the talcing of snapshots by Mrs
Florence Hahn, following which the
company assembled at the home of
Mrs Patch and later in the day parI took of light refreshments. The
guests were Mrs Randall Condon.
Mrs Frank Foster. Mrs Susan Con
don. Mrs Knapp. Mrs Florence Hahn.
Mrs Melvin Lawry. Mrs. Agnes
Wlnchenpaw. Mrs Oertrude Oliver.
MTs Lltzle Miller. Mrs Julia Wotton.
Mrs Josie Burns. Mrs Lloyd Sin, mons. Mrs Josie Lawry Mrs Edna
' Packard. Mrs. Abbie Stevens. Mrs
Patience Murphy. Mrs Nellie Wlnchei-taw. Mrs Susan Wotton. Mrs
Mamie Wotton. Mrs Lillian Bums.
Miss Dorothy Burns. Mrs. Austin
Patch of Thomaston; Mrs Ethel Day
and two guests of South Thomaston;
Mrs Rebecca Thorndike and Mrs A.
F Sleeper Mrs Venle Whitney. Mrs
Helen Simmons
Oeorge Friou of New York Joined
his family at their summer home here
Robert Montgomery and Joan Crawford in “No More Ladies
for the holiday
Mr Poner. Mrs King and daugh
in array of stars, plus o sophist:- level-headed society girl whose
ters Lillian and Elsie of New Bed
ouextx of Mrs Nelson ‘ fated »( iy triumphantly tested first to Sherry, an incorrigible heartford. Mass., are guests of -Mrs. nelson
>
, ,fc
, ,
breaker. Is such that she submits to
ij —
on• —
Broadway.
the important ddlng
fa-- beiLs wfll w;thln the first
, LasIi
——plus
k— -........ —
Mr and Mrs Archie Thompson and tors covered by "Produc'.er. Vu x rpf, n
thfn ,hat the
J family of New Bedford. Mass., have equals "No More Lad.es." coming for
down to tevealing the probopened the home for the season. Mr gunday Monday and Tuesdav
!ems that accumulate behind the
Thompson will return to his work In
Joan Crawford and Robert Mont- glamorous exterior of the too-pcpular'
New Bedford In a few days.
goinery are co-starred heading a cast young Park Avenue couple,
Mr and Mrs Albion Wotton attend which Includes Charlie Ruggles., The final scene comes when {
ed Sundav the funeral of Mrs Wot* Franchot Tone and Edna May Oliver. Marcia, in revolt against Sherry who
The p.c.ure opens with a whirl- has neglected her. invites allJSherry's
' ton's cousin. Capt Wade of Waldowind romance between Marcia ijoan former women friends with their 111' boro.
JAr and Mrs Myron Menk and Crawford* and 8herry i Robert Mont- assorted hurbands. to their country
daughter Lucille of Rockland were gomeryi, and maintains a rapid-j home The ensuing partv. with Its i
visitors Bunday at the home of Mrs moving tempo until the final fade- f surprising consequence carries the j
out.: Marcia is a light-hearted but story to a triumphant finale—adv. [
Mank's aunt. Mrs Daisy Simmons
Foster Jameson, who has been on
a business trip to Maryland, making Miss Katherine Jameson, were guests Bums. Adelia Jameson. Olivia Hoffeses. Edna Packard. Eda Lawry, Oer
several steps and visiting places of : Sunday of Mrs Lavlnla Whitney
Interest, was accompanied on return
Mr. and Mrs Edwin 6 Wade and trude Oliver Mattie Simmons. Phoebe
by his mother-in-law. Mrs. Newburn Herbert Prince of Worcester. Mass, Bums. Anr.ie Doe. Bertha Jameson,
and niece. Sally Newburn who ls were callers at Albion Wotton s Sun with Genie Simmons, degree mistress.
Others from Friendship Temple were
day.
| visiting her aunt. Sarah Jameson
Chester Brown and Llewellyn Mrs Ruth Prior. Mrs Susan Wotton,
Mr and Mrs Raymond Cook and
daughters Louise and Edith, of New Oliver were Thomaston visitors Sun Mrs Mamie Wotton. Mrs Geneva
Thompson. Mrs Lizzie Thompson.
Bedford. Mass, have opened their day.
Paul and Sherman Wotton of Bos- Chamberlain Simmons, and Dalton
summer home here.

VINALHAVEN
Those who have returned from
Rockland, where they attened the
funeral service for William Staples,
are Mrs. William Staples and daugh
ter Lillian. Mr and Mrs Herbert
Morton. Miss Cassie Small. Elmer
Boynton and George Kay.
Miss Ebba Kalloch of Rockland is
guest of hei aunt Mrs. Almond Miller.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Pierce and
children oi Lexington, Mass., were
visitors over the holiday at the home
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard Young.
Mrs. Abbie Creed of Boston Is
guest of Mi. and Mrs. E. L. Glidden.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gunderson of
Brookline. Mass. are at the home of
Mrs. Gunderson's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. S Beckman for a visit.
J. Haldeen Roberts of Philadelphia
ls at Bridgeside.
Mr. and Mrs Carl Brown and sis
ter, Mrs Edna Swears of Dover-Foxcroft have been guests of relatives In
town the past week. Mr. and Mrs.
Brown returned home Sunday. Mrs.
Swears to remain for a longer visit.
Frank Sellars is home from New
Jersey.
David Mills of Camden ls in town
on a business trip.
Samuel Kneeland, George Edward 1
and son George. Calvin Staples and
Robert Weatherby of Lincoln are
visitors at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Macintosh.
Miss Ethelyn Strickland of Boston,
arrived Friday to pass the holiday
and weekend with her mother Mrs.
Alice Strickland.
Guests the past week at the home
of Capt and Mrs. Almond Miller were
Artell Hall, Lowell Simmons of New
castle. Mr. Allen of Saddleback Light.
Dr. Walter Conley and Dr. R. Strat
ton of Rockland.
Mrs Lottie Webster is employed
at Bridgeside for the season.
I .an scorn Miller of Rockland was
recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Mal
colm Winslow.
Mrs James Gregory returned Wed
nesday from a few days visit In
Dover-Foxcroft.
Fourth of July was ushered in with
the usual ringing of the old church
bell, and noise makers with guns and
fire crackers. It was a fine sunny day
and by arrangement of the Legion
committee the celebration included
the ball game Thomaston vs. Vinal
haven Chiefs In the afternoon result
ing In the score 7 to 6 in favor of
local team. There were dances in
Cappy's hall Wednesday and Thurs
day nights, and lunches served all
night by the Auxiliary. But one seri
ous mishap was reported, when
Lloyde WcbsterJr.. of Woburn. Mass..

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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HORIZONTAL
t-To mutilate
4- Young girl
R-Green plant
9-Plaees
11- A coin
12- Greek goddess of
discord
14-Fairness
17-Aimed at
20-Equal
24-Kingdom
22- Turn to another
course
23- Pronoun
24- Binds
26-Entice
28- Mother
29- Unit
30- Measure of weight
32-Full of moisture
34-Foot-like organ
37-Prefix. To
39-Angers
41- The Orient
42- The (Fr.)
43- Having length

47

5»

•
54

5b
1i

Mrs. Helen Osler of New Harbor is
visiting he’- parents. Capt and Mrs
Josiah Poland.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Malloch of
Lexington. Mass were callers Mondday on Mr and Mrs Albion Wotton
They were enroute to Eastport where
they passed the holiday with Mr
Malloch's parents
Mr and Mrs Dwight Stanley and
two sons of Monhegan are guests of
Mrs Stanley's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Murphy
Mrs. Mae Spear and Miss Alice
Braus of Chevy Chase. Md. sre in
town for the season.
Mrs Carl Burdick of New York Is
occupying her camp at Martin's Point.
Mrs Elizabeth Haskell and son
David of Wiscasset, accompanied by

1511ILIL COW

1 56

HORIZONTAL (Cont.) , VERTICAL (Cont.)
45-Wastes slowly
15-Large plant
46-On the ocean
H-Afflrmative
17- Every
48-A line-drawing
50-Endless
18- Soot
19- Welght measure
5?-Baked clay
53-Cultivated grains
25-Pertalnlng to the
collectively
Inside
27-A flower (pi.)
54- Thin
56- To boil slowly
31-Wlthout heir
57- Let fall
’32-Wriggled
33- Web-llke membrane
58- Land measure
34- Gone by
35- Took a prominent
VERTICAL
part
36-T rue
1- Souvenir
38-A trifle
2-Greek god of war 40-Sem1nary (abbr.)
3- lnto
41- Pieee out
5- Because
42- Jump
6- Percolate
44-To faaten
7- Contended
47-Frozen precipitation
8-Superior
49-At the end
10- Father
51-Comblnlng form.
11- Pigeon
Outeide
13- Llke
55-Negative
66-Very
14- Margins

ton passed last weekend with their
parents. Mr and Mrs Walter Wotton.
Miss Eda Lawry entertained at the
Lawry cottage. Forest Lake. Thursday a group of four women. Including
Mrs Maude Pillsbury of Thomaston
Mrs Madeline Mason of Martin
Point, has opened her summer home
The Mayflower, for the season.
Mr and Mrs. Elden Cook were In
South Waldoboro Sunday and visited
Mrs. Cook’s grandmother, Mrs Julia
Wlnchenpaw.
The Pythian Sisters of Warren
served a fine supper recently to the
Sisters of Friendship Temple One
candidate was Initiated, with Friend
ship Temple doing the floor work.
Those who took part in the work were
j Daisy Simmons. Millie Morton. Josie
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Joan the
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All you have to do
li to clip the coupon.
It Is a genuine BUI
Cody Scout member
ship
card.
When
the
cirrus
comes
here take It out to
the grounds, show
the man In the big
red ticket wagon that
you are a Rill Cody
Scout, and he WILL
SELL YOU A REGU
LAR 25c CIRCUS
TICKET FOR ONLY
15c
THIS
IS A
SPECIAL
TREAT
MADE POSSIBLE BY
THE COURER-GAZETTE.

CIRCUS
COMES HERE

TODAY

I few days, guest of hts grandmother.
Mrs. Josephine Webster.
• • • •

Dr. Walter P. Conley, optometrist
of Rockland, has opened an offlee In
Coombs block. Dr. Conley's offlee
hours will be 930 a. m. to 7.30 p. m.,
the second Tuesday of each month.
—adv.

LONG COVE
Service tomorrow at St. George
Church will be at 7.45 a. m., Holy
Eucharist and brief address. The
summer sale of St. George's parish will
be held on the veranda of Mrs. Emma
Nelson, July 16. at 10 a. m. Valuable
and useful articles will be sold at
moderate prices.

rou must Have a m[m
TO OCT
special aeouceo

BEA5HIP CARD

this

PRICI OF aOMlSSiON

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
WILL SAVE ALL KIDDIES io
ON THflfi TICKETS TO THE
nOWNIE BROS CIRCUS

OOWIIE MOS. CIRCUS SEASON 1935
MEMBERSHIP CARD

BILL CODY SCOUTS
OF AMERICA
1(8 OF THlt CARD it
OOY ICOUT ANO It

4/)

/}

l»C*u'»CT?CK>tUTCSTHt

• tNMfflrouSAcV

FOODS.FACTS-‘FOIBLES
RADISHES WERE FIRST USED AS
A FORM OF POLITICAL CRITICISM.
ROMAN CITIZENS USED TO HURL
THEM IN THE FORUM.

THE ESKIMOS
EAT BUTTER
THE WAY WE
EAT CANDY.
THE CRAVING ■
FOR THE HEAT V-M
AND ENERGY PROVIDED BY BUTTER
MAKES THEM EAT ITA PEACH TREE ABIE TO RE
*
A POUND AT A TIME.
SIST EXTREMES Of COIO WAS
RECENTLY PATENTEO 8YA HOR
TICULTURIST IN CLYDE. OHIO —
THE FIRST PATENT Of ITS KIND
EVER TO BE GRANTED. THE
PEACH TREE WAS DEVELOPED
TO MEET CHANGING CLIMATIC
CONDITIONS ON THE NORTH 1
AMERICAN CONTINENT.
THE FIRST CARLOAD
P" OF UMBURCER CHEESE DRIVEN
THROVCH THE STREETS OF MONROE.WIS.
CAUSED A RIOT AMONG THE CITIZENRY.
TODAY. THE PROBLEM OF PLEASING MOD
ERN DELICATE NOSTRILS IS SOLVED BY
PACKAGING UMBURCER IN GLASS JARS.

') 1

his health, since which time he has
been engaged In the poultry business

a

'

Rev. and Mrs Lewis and daughter.
Eda. are In Canada for a visit with
Mrs Lewis' mother who ls seriously
111 Rev. Mr Lewis will return for the
service Sunday.

CHIEF SCOUT

Dr. and Mrs. Harvey B. Lovell of
Louisville. Ken., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs John H. Lovell. Dr. Richard
Dow of the Boston Society of Natural
History Museum and Harold B.
Hitchcock have been recent guests of
Mr Lovell.
Mr and Mrs Erman Lamb of Nutley. N. J„ and Mrs Abbie Montgom
ery of Thomaston are with Mrs. Nellie
B. Wade for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. I 8 Bailey of Brook
line, Mass., are visitors at J. T. Gay's.
Mrs. Horace M. Taylor, who has
been visiting her parents in Caribou,
has returned.
The annual session of Bible school
will open next Monday.
A Jolly time is reported by the
Lions Club members who attended
the meeting held in Friendship at the
Lobster Pot Wednesday evening. The
speaker was Frank A Winslow of
Rockland and his address “Knights
of the Road" was much enjoyed.
Miss Elsie Maunder will be em
ployed In Boothbay Harbor during
the summer.
Mrs. Lucy Robinson, who was re
cent guest of her sister, Mrs. Florence
Shuman, has returned to St. Oeorge.
Word has been received of the
death of the noted painter, Howard
Hildcr, at his winter home In
Cocoanut Orove, Fla. Until this year
Mr. Hllder had been at his summer
home at Muscongus and was a fre
quent visitor In town.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kirkpatrick
have closed their house here and are
occupying their camp at Friendship.
Capt. John Beadford and Misses
Addle and Celia Feyler are visiting
relatives in Lowell, Mass.

THE SUPERSTITION ABOUT THE SPILLING
OF SALT IS OLDER THAN THE OLDEST
RELIGION. IN THE RELIGION OF THE
GREEKS, SAIT WAS CONSECRATEO TO
THE GODS-AND ACCORDING TO
THE LAW Of MOSES. SALT MUST
BE MIXED WITH EVERYTHING
OFFERED IN SACRIFICE.

FAMOUS GOURMCTS OF HISTORY
I

MWNIE b*# CIRCUS

J AN AID TO GASOLINE NOMADS

motor roads of Massachusetts
may properly bo sailed Highways
of History. All ef them load to asms
spot that It enshrined In the noblest
annala ef the Nation. For that reason,
at well at for the variety of sctnle In
terest that they held, the highways ef
Massachusetts offer Ideal motoring facilities for these, especially, who
have a limited time In which te make a tour. The sketch map above
outlines s few ef the many tripe which present all of theta features.
The drawings shew the Old North Church, Boston, from the steeple of
which wet hung the signal that sent Paul Revere upon hit famous ride
and. under Its new and graceful monument, the Rock at Plymouth
where the Pilgrim Fathers first put feet upon American tell. 'Maps and
complete touring Information are available.through any Colonlal-Esee
station or dealer.'

THE FAVORITE DRINK OF BOTH

Charles D. Crowell ls attending the
Citizens Military Training Camp at
Fort McKinley.

Just fellow the instructions snjl you will be given
e rail circus treat when Bill Cody, pgpulsr coxAoy
screen star, comes bare in person with

DOWHIE BROS.

Wotton.
Mr. and Mrs Ira Oliver of Thomas- I
ton were guests last weekend of his
parents Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Oliver.
Eugene Wotton of Oardiner was a
recent visitor at the home of his niece, [
Mrs. Wardrl! MaoFarland.
Capt. Melvin Lawry of this town. 1
Albert Condon and son Everett of,
| Thomaston and Richard Snow of j
Rockland have left on the yacht
Celalma for a trip to Detroit, Mich.'
The yacht was designed by Mr.
Condon who was also foreman builder I
of the craft which was constructed i
at the Snow shipyard in Rockland
Capt. Lawry will be In command of,
i the yacht on this trip. He has had j
wide experience in yachting but
few years ag0 gave it up on account of

'

WALDOBORO

k

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

while holding a lighted fire cracker
which exploded, received bad bums on
the hand, which necessitated medical
attendance. Lloyde is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Uoyde Webster of Woburn,
Mass., and had been In town but a

, TOUR TIPS

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY AT STRAND

In TAe WEEK’S NEWS

NAPOLEON AND VOLTAIRE
WAS COFFEE.

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by “Movie Spotlight”

MARI,
COLUMBIA PLAYER,
PREFERS TO RIDE
"x IN COVERALLS
RATHER
■ FORMAL RID,NO
HABIT.

IV

muMenno I

ONCE TOURED
CANADA FOR 2
YEARS AS LITTLE
LORD FAUNTLEROY

CHARLEY

NEVER WALKS IN OR OUT OF
HIS BATHROOM—HE SWINGS
THR0U6H THE DOORWAY ONA
SUSPENDED ABOVE THE DOOR,

A TRUCK
LOADED WITH
S TONS OF
DYNAMTENAS
SENT OVER A
MOUNTAIN
CUFF FORA
SCENE IN

, 'INWTE
'JOFMNGER'
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ROCKPORT

SNAPSHOT GUIL

——
Miss Anne Townsend of Philadel
phia has arrived to spend the summer
at her cottage on Mechanic street. •
LET THE SUN WORK FOR YOU
S. B. Haskell moved his household
goods to Dover-Foxcrolt Monday
where he plans to reside, having re
cently bought a house there.
_.
Mtss Thedessa Weed Is confined to
the house by illness.
Rev. and Mrs. O P Currier mo
tored lo Boston recently and on re
turning were accompanied by her
sister Mtss A Hilda Worsen a mem
ber of the Natick school faculty, who
will visit them for several ds'-s
JMrs F.ora Shannon of Washing
ton. D C. and Miss Lula Payson of
Waltham. Mass, are at the Paysoy
hothe on Main street for the summer
The Trytohelo Club was enter
tained Mondav evening at the home
of Mrs. Edith Overlook with 14 mem
bers present. Next Monday night the
Club will hold a picnic at the home
of Mtss Ellen Young. Lincolnville., !
Cars will leave Baptist Church it
6 p. m.
Watch for unusual
The Community Church vacation
lighting whan taking
snapshots ef outdoor
school was brought to a cloae Wed
econo*.
nesday and in the evening an Inter
esting exhibit of the work accom
ANY of you who want
plished was given before a good sired
to take your photog
audience of relatives and friends off
raphy seriously and
the pupils.
some really attractive,
Rev and Mrs. P P. Powle and chil
artistic pictures would
dren spent the Fourth with friends
probably Ilka to have some further the principal point of Interest The
at Orrington.
Information on proper lighting In only precaution necessary when
snapping a picture with a fore
taking snapshots.
Mr and Mrs Herbert S Ingraham
The lighting of the subject has io ground ot water In strong sunlight II
son Herbert and daughter Jane of
much to do with securing that qual to watch that a swell or wave does
Skowhegan arc visiting at the home
ity
often referred to as “atmos not throw reflected sparkles ot light
of his parents. Mr. and Mrs Enos E
phere" In a picture. There are a upon the lens, as that may fog the
Ingraham
Dumber of ways In which a photo picture.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin L OreenAlong the roads and trails through
graph may be gl"en apparent depth,
law and son Edward returned Friday
or third dimension. Taking pictures forests where long spears ot sun
to Portland after soendlng the
when there sre long sladows, get light pierce into the shadows there
Fourth with hts sisters. Mrs Effie L
ting a reflection In the foreground, are unlimited opportunities for
using strong side-lighting or bark striking pictures with depth. It the
Salisbury and Mrs. Edward A
lighting. and timing the exposure foreground of your picture ls not
Champnrv
• • • •
just right so that the detail of ob well lighted and you want to get the
jects iu shadow li not blocked out, shafts ot sunlight shooting through
Church Notes
are precautions that contribute the shady parts of the background
Baptist Church: Church School at
an exposure slightly shorter than
much
to the desired effect
10 o'clock; morning worship at U
Suppose we consider each of these you would ordinarily make Is ad
with sermon bv the pastor Rev O'
separately. Shadows, thrown In long visable.
P. Currier, subject "Some Values ^of
Don’t just open your camera and
drawn-out splotches across walls and
shoot when taking pictures. Give
the Church Vacation School." Eve
walks, makes one feel, more than
your subject some thought and In
ning service at 7 30 at wh‘ch time
anything else, that he is looking into
doing so you will be rewarded with
the members of the West Rockport
a picture Instead of looking on a flat pictures you will be proud of and
Church Vacation School will present
piece of paper carrying Images of they will whet your appetite for
the pageant "The King of Olorv.
recorded objects. The foreground many more snapshooting expedi
Methodist; Forrest P. Powle. min-,
should be well broken up with shad tions. Viewpoint means much and Is
Mer: Sunday services will begin with
ows so that there ls not too much an Important factor in picture tak
church school at 10 o'clock, followed
contrast between It and the rest ot ing. It, too. has much to do with the
perspective we get In pictures. It
the plrture.
by morning worship at 11; the eve
When a body of water can be in the perspective Is not pleasing to
ning service will begin at 8 o'clock In
cluded as part ot the foreground, the eye. lt will not be pleasing In the
stead ol 7 30 as formerly. Ladies' Aid
then there sre really wonderful op picture, so, as I have said before,
will meet Wednesdav at the vestry.
portunities for adding depth. The re study all the possibilities and angles
• • • •
flection will carry ones attention of your proposed picture before you
Mr». Blanche B. Steward
back and away from the foreground snap it
Mrs Blanche Bowden S'eward. 58.
JOHN VAN GUILDER.
and Into the picture—and lead to I
widow of Dr. Carleton W Steward,
died at 2 o'clock Thursday morning
at her home on Mechanic street fol
lowing an illness cf onlv a few hours
6he had anparentlv been in her usual
health during the dav and in the1
early evening went across the street
to the cottage of Mrs W T. Elliott of
Philadelphia where she was suddenly
stricken She was immediately rcmoved to her home where the end
came only a few hours later.
Mrs Steward was born at Vinal
haven. the daughter of William and
Era Bowden and had made her
home in this town the last 35 years
For several years she was employed
as secretary to the late Hon. H. L.
Shepherd afterward entering the
employ of the Rockland-Rockport
Lime Co at Rockland where she
faithfully served as stenographer for'
nearly 20 years She also filled the
position as secretary to the late A. H
Chatfield when at his summer home
here until his death
She is survived bv a daughter Alice
and two brothers Alvin Bowden of
this town and William Bowden ol
Camden.
Funeral services will be conducted
Photo Pon Xmertcon-oroce siricnt,*
Sunday at 1 o'clock at the home with
GRBBTING THE SILVER BIRD
Rev. F P. Powle officiating Inter
ment will be in Bucksport.
HEN the Indians of Peru have | rival reached them, Indians of both
something really big to celebrate sexes and all ages Journeyed down
they don their most colorful cos- from Pumacsnrha Department of
tumss and break Into dance and Cusco to Las Palmas airport to greet
song. The occasion for one of their the giant silver bird. Pictured here
most enthusiastic celebrations was Is a group of musicians and dancers
the arrival In Lima, Peru's capital, known as the Conjunto Tlplco Acoof the Santa Ana, one of the five mayo celebrating the “happy land
new Douglas airliners recently In ing" with ceremonial dances and
troduced by Pan American-Grace exhortations, some of which date
Airways In Its service on the West back to the days when the Incas
who ruled over the Indians dwelt In
Coast of South America.
When news of the expected ar- gold-adorned palaces in Cuzco.

]

Smart New Rayon Knits for Summer Sports

Tbe Last Word in Air Transportation
Six Years Ago; Obsolete Now

M

'pills collection of charming new
summer sports and spectator
sports frocks stresses the vogue for
rayon in various novelty knitted
fabrics which Is one of the out
standing style features of the sea
son. The popularity of synthetic
yams, both here and In Paris, In
creases every season as the sea
sonal galaxy of new textures and
new colors comes from the hands
of the designers. An almost end
less arrav of new weaves and knits
made from rayon yarns finds quick
favor because of their soft draping
qualities, tlieir charm of design
and their adaptability to the modes
of the moment.
At the left of the picture, is
shown a model of doky stitch knit
-ayon, one of the summer novel
ties. It is a two-piece spectator
sports frock featuring a full blouse
over a slim skirt slightly flared at
the bottom. The big patch pockets
are smart. The active sports frock,
shown In the center. Is suitable for
deck tennis or other lively sport*.

Canned Oil

of Waterville and Mr. and Mrs. Emil
Hall of Fairfield.
BIG VALUE
Dr Chester Vinal and Miss Edith
Miss Mildred Taylor of Brookline.
Symonds, both ef Swampscott. Mass., Mass., is visiting during July with Mr.
have been guests this week of Mrs. and Mrs. G. D. Oould.
Prances Vinal.
Guests over the Fourth of Mr. and
Mrs. Arvllla Skinner, who suffered Mrs. John Marshall were Mrs.
an ill turn a month ago. Is now able Herbert Moon and children Alma and
to move about in a wheel chair.
Herbert. Miss Ruth Pendleton and
H. D. Sawyer and daughter Miss Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Mears of Rock
Evelyn Sawyer attended the Delano- land.
Walton wedding last Saturday after
Callers at the home of Mr. and
noon at the United Baptist Church at Mrs. Charles Conant on the Fourth
Model
Milo. The principals were Millard were Mrs. Edgar Horton. Mr. and Mrs.
Delano, nephew of H. D. Sawyer, and Arthur Heald and family, all of Cam
84B
Miss Isabelle Walton, both of Milo. den.
The performance of this Baby
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Services Sunday at the Baptist
Grand Philco is as sensa
ward Seavey were their nieces, Mrs. Church at 10.30; church school at
tional as its price! Quality
features make it the biggest
Mary B. Brown and Mrs. Eunice 8. noon; Christian Endeavor at 6. and
value in radio! Unusual pow
Powell of Hempstead. N. Y.
evening service at 7.
er and tone. Handsome new
Services Sunday at the Congrega
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Robinson have
cabinet.
moved into the Andrews rent recently I tional Church will be at 10.30 a. m.
Liberal Trade-in Allowance
vacated by the Arthur Boulette family.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mathews of
Mr. and Mrs. 8. E. Damon are mov- Newton Centre, Mass., are guests this
fASY TfKMS
lng from Fairfield to their home re week of Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Mathews.
cently bought from Mrs. Jane An
The hottest weather registered in
this town for summer was 104 degrees
drews.
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
ROCKLAND,
y MAINE* > • Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Friday at the depot.
81A87 Teague were Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Woods
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dolltam and

WARREN

W>/93(>

PHILCO

’20

House-Sherman, Inc.

T>uPonl

Ntylc Kerrie*

It Is a novelty feather stitch stripe- This msy be had in both white and
knit of rayon, the fabric being used pastel shades including a lovely
to particular advantage in carrying i new chamois shade with brown
nut the chic pocket effects and trim buttons down the front, ss shown
appearance of the blouse. This new- In the picture.
knit fabric, which is firm in texture
Hi Li Stripe Is the name of the
and washable, comes with dark fabric worn by tbe model at the
stripes on a while ground or white lower right. It is fashioned In a
stripes on deep red. blue, brown, two-piece sports frock of a new
or green.
rayon novelty knit with Interesting
A new Breton Rib. a boucle knit high square neckline and big but
of rayon, fashions the three-piece ton trim. This frock with Its match
spectator frock modeled by the girl ing sports hat Is to be had In a
at the right seated on the bench. I variety of smart stripes.

Niagara Prepares For Record Season
which nature baa endowed this
favored land of ours, none ls com
parable to Niagara. By common
consent of travelers from all lands.
„il Is the one spectacle that must be
viewed before one can say he ha*
seen America. With vacation time
Just around the corner, prepara
tions are now being made to re
ceive more guests than ever at thl*
great scenic wonder.
One of the show places prepar
ing for thousands of dally visitors
Is the famous Shredded Wheat
Bakery, second only in importance
to the’Falls. Each day personally
conducted parties will stream
through the huge bakery. Almost
without exception some member of
the party expresses amazement at
tbe spotless surroundings and sci (Above) The world-famous Niagara
entific methods employed In con- Fills — a marvelous spectacle of
Nature that fascinates hundreds of
thousands of visitors every yeer.

PREMIUM QUALITY MOTOR OIL
WITH 25c PRICE TAG APPEARS
ON THE MARKET: Here le a view
of the first premium quality motor
oil, to be sealed in tamper proof cane
with a selling price of 25c a quart.
Before this oil .le ready for the re
finery-sealed can It mu*t contain
those qualities that are required by
the present day motor car.' This
means an oil with an excellent lubri
cating film which causes a tighter
seal between the piston rings, and
allows car owner* to get thousands
of miles of trouble-free motoring
from their new high-speed cart. This
oil pictured above it made by the
new Multi-Sol Process at the Gulf
Refinery In Philadelphia, Pa.

Mrs Huldn Sullin dined the Fourth
at Twin Farms. After dinner they
visited Mrs. Hattie Clifford at Coop
er's MAls.

EN make history every day with
out realizing It, for history Is
reckoned In terms of time, and one
man's lifetime Is not usually long
enough to give the proper perspec
tive. But Mr. T. W. Balfe, of New
York City mado history only six
years ago! He purchased the first
ticket Issued by a transcontinental
air service!
Six years ago thl* country experlenced a tremendous awakening to
the possibilities of scheduled air
transportation, and the company
which Is now American Airlines
took a step as startling to the times
as the first voyage of Columbus In
1492, and established a coast to
coast route, flying by day, using
trains by night, and covering the
distance In sixty-seven hours! ’

M

OF all the scenic wonders with

Traveling Around America

W

Douglas luxury liner now used for daytime flying on transcontinental
routee. Above—Ford trl-motor of the type used on the first transcontinen
tal journey. Ineet—Mr. T. W. Bslfe, Vice President of R. C. Williams A Co.,
New York, who purchased the first transcontinental air passenger ticket.

verting pure whole wheat Into the
delicious goldeo-brown biscuits, so
familiar to millions of American
home*.
The wheat le eteam-cooked under
pressure In big, sealed kettles —
Just so long, at just tbe right tem
perature. Then comee that interest
Ing process of shredding the soft
ened wheat grains and forming the
biscuit*.
The pans of biscuits on their
"Ferris wheel" ride In the ovens
are baked at exactly tbe right tem
perature, exactly the right number
of minutes, and In due time come
back to the oven door to be re
moved — crisp, fragrant, goldenbrown and utterly tempting.

GRANDFATHER FOUNDED HOLLYWOOD;
NOW GRANDDAUGHTER SIGNS AS STAR!

Holiday and weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Parker McKrllar were Mr.
and Mrs Charles Robbins and daugh
ter Lillian of New York city.
Mr and Mrs. John Starrett arrived
Tuesday from Somerville, Mass., and
will occupy one side of the Shorten
house during July and August.
Alfred Wyllie went Monday to
Ocean Park where he will spend two
weeks at the Royal Ambassador
Camp. He was accompanied by his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
Virginia Wyllie and Robert who spent
the day in Portland.
• • • •

Free pillow and porter service.
Quaker Stages. Tickets at Drewett's
Garage, telephone 0-21. Warren. Me.
80-85

"Does my practicing make you ner
vous?" asked the man who was learn
ing to play a saxophone.
“It did when I heard the neigh
bors discussing It,’ replied the man
next door, “but I'm getting so now
that I don't care what happens to
you.”—Pathfinder.

Day Flying Only

Night passenger flying was un
heard of at that time; Intermediate
landing fields, and lighted airways
had not been established.
Mr. Balfe left New York by rail at
6:00 p. m. on June 14, 1929. arriving
In Cleveland at 8:06 the following
morning, where he breakfasted
and hoarded a Ford trl-motor plane,
the last word In speed and luxury.
He flew to Garden City. Kansas,
via Chicago and Kansas City In ten
hours, landing there at 6:20 p. m.
He then boarded another train for
the laat leg ot the Journey, getting

Into Los Angeles at 9:16 a. m.. June
18. From coast to coast In sixtyseven hours.
That was only six years ago. The
Ford planes which were so revolu
tionary then have for years been ob
solete. and have been replaced by air
liuers which were then not dreamed
of. The old planes were noisy and
slow; their top speed 125 mUes per
hour. The new planes are twin-en
gined. beautifully atreamlined, lux
uriously upholstered, and quiet.
They cruise at 180 miles and their
top spends are well over 200 miles.
Day and Night Flying
Aviation developed so rapidly that
It was only a matter of months when
planes were flying both day and
night. Gradually American Airlines
changed the direction of Its trans
continental route, and has been
flying for several years the famous
Southern Transcontinental, “The
Fair Weather" route between New
York and Loa Angeles, via Nash
ville, Dallas. El Paso and Phoenix;
covering the distance in twenty
hours—less than one third of the
time of the historic Journey of 1929.
In line with their initial policy of
having passengers sleep while trav
eling at night. American Airlines
went Into the market and developed
the first sleeper planes In the world.
These planes sre the highest type ot
I flying equipment.

Ford Shows Speed At Indianapolis Track

(Lowtr right) Converted Ford travelling the Indianapolis Speedway at
120 miles an hour. (Top) High-compression Bohnalite cylinder head*
replacing standard equipment in the high speed Fords. Note two earburetors. (Lower left) David E. Anderson, Bohn company's chief en
gineer, designer of high speed equipment for Fords.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Motor- heads and internal stmt pistons.
Not only did the Fords challenge
dom still is talking about the Im
pressive showing made by convert the expensive mounts of seasoned
ed Fords in the r>00-mlle Memorial racing drivers, reaching speeds of
nearly 120 miles an hour in the
Day motor classic.
Speed Is to be expected from es- straightaways, but they established
peclally-built racing cars upon themselves as contenders seriously
which neither time nor money has to be considered next year. In fact,
been spared, but when a stock the engineers who did the convert
car such as may be found In any ing frankly admit that this year’s
body's garage ls transformed al experience will permit them to
most overnight into a speed ma spring more than one surprise !n
chine capable of better than 120 t93fi.
While the performance of these
miles an hour, that's automotive
converted cars has focused atten
history!
While months, and sometimes tion upon the possibility of using
years, often pass In preparing a stock cars instead of expensive
car for the Speedway grind, the raring machines, the experiment
Fords were made ready in less than ] probably will also contribute to suhthree months. They had converted stanlal progress In developing ears
stock engines—eight-cylinder mo for everyday use. The average
tors converted to racing use chief driver Is'nt looking for 12(lml!e
ly through the use of higher com speeds, of course, but many a les
presslon and greater breathing ca son learned on the brick track here
pacity. Like the stock Fords they profitably has been used In Improv
had Bohnalite aluminum cylindet ing cars for the motoring public.

HARD TO BELIEVE
It is actually hard to believe that such quick and
interesting results can come from the Classified Ads

Brown—I told my wife she needed
a new hat yesterday.
Green—You told her that? Good
gracious, what did she say?
Brown—She said, "You sit down
quietly, my dear, while T 'phone for
the doctor?"

Her grandfather founded Hollywood—so she wanted to be a star—a
radio star. Virginia Verrill. however, did more than dream about it.
She went to work. Came to New York. And this week her dreams
came true. For she has just hern awarded a contract on a new program,
"Socony Sketchbook." heard over the Columbia Eastern network, Friday
nights from 8 to 8.30.
__

in The Courier-Gazette

From 10 to 50 answers are

frequently received to one advertisement.
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THOMASTON

t

*

Reserve District No. I

Lights of NewYork

In Everybody’s Column

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
The ladies of St. John's parish will'
—OF THE—
hold a food sale In Walsh's store today
at 1 p. m.
Advertisement* tn thl* column not to
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
exceed three lln*t Inserted once tor 25
Services for tomorrow at St. John's j
oents.
three times fur 50 cent*. Addi
OF THOMASTON
Three hundred men are hard at
tional lines five cents each for one time,
Church will be: At 930 a. m., Holy I
work making a SO-foot wjuare model
BLACK female 8cotch terrier loet. Red 10 cents for three times. Six word*
In the State of Maine, ai the Clour of Ruslnre* on June 29. 1933
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan
marked Beaver Camp: Philadel make a line.
Eucharist and brief address; 1046
of New York city. Kvery block la collar
phia license
Notify BEAVER CAMP
ASSETS
repreeeuted aa a unit, every building Reward
a. m . church school; 7.30 p. m , even
79*81
EIOHTEEN FOOT Ball Boat for sale;
good for Malt or freah water JOHNSON
Loane
sud
discount*
..............
.......
................
........................................
86
(307.371
13 or more atorlei in height being
WILL the lady who exchanged a dark TALBOT.
song and sermon.
£ Spruce St . Camden. Tel 493
Overdrafts
.................. ............................................
........... ..........
3 29
blue
coat
at
Oakland
Park
Wednesday
modeled and cast. 'The five bor
United States Govern ment obligation*, direct »nd / or fully
night please CALL 488-M
81-83 ______________________________ 77«78A81
Mr and Mrs David Dickey of Marl
guaranteed
...... ................................................ ____....__ ...... ...... .
oughs are separate units which may
645 440 97
COOKING and heating stove complete,
SMALL nun of money found near
Other bond*, stock*, and securities ........................ ..... ,.......... . ................. ,
boro. Mass., are guests of Mrs. Luther
502 8(7 77
be detached from the whole. It will Rockland
postofilce
Describe amount with oven and thermometer. Oood baker
16 500 00
Banking house. *14.000 00 Furniture and fixtures, *5,500 00 ............ .
From the press of Carl Fischer the Tamino and Sarastro of Rubini
/and
In very good condition. Price rea
Clark and Mr and Mrs. Aaron Clark
loet
to
BOX
307.
Bangor.
Mr
Sl*lt
tuke
the
300
a
year
to
complete
their
u
(3
m
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ........... .................................................
66
sonable Tel 433-R or apply at 64 MEcomes a new publication, "Problems and Lablache.
Cash in vault and balance* with other oauas
................................
65.29* 08
SINCE THE time of the accident early | CHAN1C 8T_____________________ 80*82
task.
Rut
the
model,
constructed
while Mr Dickey is on a vacation.
• • • •
Ouuldc checks and other cash items ..... .................. ............... .... . ........
*60 55
the morning of June 17 at Main and
at the suggestion of Bernard on
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer and due trom U. S TreaaServices at the Federated Church j of Tone Production In Violin Playing"
Cedar streets. Rockland, a gold watch
1930 PACKARD SEDAN for aale. five
Now and then we hear someone
urwr ________________ _________ __ _ ______ ____________
.
3.900 00
by that eminent master of the violin.
Deutich, preildent of the board of tnd chain belonging to the young men i wwenger; perfect condition, trunk;
Other asset* .... . .................................... .
2 869 63
Sunday will be: Church school at 9 45 !
wonder
why
Rudy
Vallee
continues
who loet his life, has been missing. If
1000
miles. Can be been at 4 LAWaldermen,
will
prove
<1
great
value
Carl. Flesch. Olancing through the
the person who found the same or knows ENCE AVE . T ho ma* ton__________ 80*81
a. m ; morning service at 11. subject, j
Total Assets
(1.580.3*1 (1 In fire and police work ns well ai of Its whereabouts will give such infor-1
book it would appear to be of real on such a high wave of popularity.
HOUSE and land for sale or to let at
UABILITOS
"The Saving Quality of Life." The
In admlnlitratlon, traffic control, niatloll to the BURPEE FURNITURE CO Spruce Head, aultable for summer cottage
value to both the violinists and stu O. O. McIntyre says that the general
It will be appreciated A reward will be '
Demand deposits, except U 8 Government deposits, public funds
or year round home Shore property,
building
and
future
planning.
When
anthem will be. “Lead Us. O Father."
paid
lor
the
return
ot
the
articles
79*81
I
sum-up
In
his
strength
lies
in
dic

and deposit* ol other bank* ......... ................... ......
.......... .
(194.342 98
ample fire wood, orchard, fields and good
dent. From Baden-Baden in the fall
the workers, all of them expert,
Time deposits, except postal savings, public funds and deposit* of
by Norman. The Sacrament of the
well Inquire R B SPEAR, Spruce Head.
other banks
of 1931. Carl Flesch penned his fore tion. Every word is distinct. It is—
7.071792 79
Maine________
75*83
have
completed
the
model,
they
will
Lord's Supper will be observed. The
Public funds of States, counties, school districts, or other subdi
notice when again you listen in.
word to the edition, saying:
NICE COLLIE pups for sale, four weeks
turn to a geologic map of New
visions or municipalities....... . .............................. . .......... . ........ .. ........
34,(34
18
Sunday school picnic will be held at
old. Males $5. females $3
Excellent
United States Government and postal savings deposit* ........... . ....
5.704 99 York. No such map exists, the
“In this treatise I have decided to Charles Laughton, whose pronuncia
cow dogs
ALBERT BHERMAN. AppleDeposits of other bantu. Including certified and cashiers' checks
South Pond July 9. Meet at Con
tions
arc
superb,
classes
Vallee
as
cost
having
been
prohibitive.
That
ton.
M»
Tel
7-41
80*82
outstanding
.......................
.......
...
.....
,,
............
..
..............
,.
enter the breach and try to isolate the
31* 14
gregational Church at 10 a m. Ar
lal Secured by pledge of loans and or Investments
(5 704 99
map will prove not only of Inter
WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
nearest to articulate perfection. The
upr:
WE
WILL
buy
necond-hand
upright
lb) Not secured by pledge of loans and / or Infrom the manufacturer and nave? Also
rangements for lunch will be the same
est to science but will be of much planoa
lanoa. BURPEi
BURPEE FURNITURE CO
“ . 361 wood from tl up
accomplishment is natural, for his
vmtmenta
i 294 2(8 09
L A PACKARD
Main St T>1 450
79-tX R.F.D.. Thomaston.
aid
to
builders.
81 -tf
as last year, so parents are asked to
voice culture lessons are confined to
ICi Total deposits--------------------- --- --------------------- -- 11299 993 Of
ltctl
• • •
2*2 STORY house for sale, all In good
provide either sandwiches or sweets.
;bsl 157 Talbot Ave 81-83 repair
less than a dozen. The two finest
Dividend, declared but not yet payable and amounts set aside for
NESS SARKE2SIAN.
at 4 Free St . Camden. 10 rooms
dividend* not declared
The depression has made poe. U PO8ITION wanted as practical nurse and bath,
3 000 00
Take drinking cups.
shed and stable. 3-5 acre of
speaking voices, to me. on the screen
Capital account:
land, extra house lot on Free btreet.
Bible
the
model
and
the
map
aa
mr
companion
Reference*
furnl-hcd
Clast A preferred stock. 5000 shares, par (10 00 per
Leland Buker is passing a pan of his
LEROY
S
ALLEY
79*84
are those of Charles Laughton and
well as other models and maps. EVA AMIS Tel 1293 ____________ 81*933
share, retirable at 620 00 per share. Cunimou stock
GIRL wanted for plain cooking, wash ” FULL BLOODED R I Red Chlcka for
vacation with his grandparents. Mr
1000 shares, par (too 00 per share
(150 000 00
George Arliss. That impeccable Eng- j
Two years ago Dr. Casper Kramer,
ing anu Ironing, from S 30 to 3 30 Ref sale, from heavy laying strain; two
Surplus
70 uoo 00
lish acaent—and it isn't an accent |
and Mrs Truman Sawyer.
• professor of ancient languages erence* required Write BAJNC1ALOW weeks Did. 12c each Mull o
filled
Undivided profits—net ....... ...............................................
H.H$ I*
care
The Courier-Oazette__________ 8l*lt [STOVER FEED MANUFACTURING CO.
Reserves for contingencies .... . ..............
10.786 it
In New Tork university, came out
A Fourth of July prank was the tak
either, is it?—and the most exquisite I
Tel
1200.
79-81
Preferred stock retirement fund ...
...........
13.394 51
EXPER1ENCED
m idd I'77!*, n
lad v
of hla office one day and saw two
ing of four bunches of shngles from
modulation. Sheer music, with cer
SIX work horses for sale, six mowing
Total Capital Account ................... ........ ......................................... .......
Wishes J«.»ltlon Hoo«ekee|illiK or v .rk
*263.288 73
"parcel boya" delivering packages. In rest/urant 20 MYRTLE ST
New and
79*81 machine*, fdur horse ruke«
Capt Archibald's yard and leaving
tain moments almost too lovely to ,
u*ed
C. M BURGAS. Union. Me
Total Liabilities .............. ............ , ..... _......................... ...... ........... __ (1 566 281 (1
He talked with them and learned
TH 6-4
80*82
them on Miss Christine Moore's
bear.
Memorandum: Loans and investments Pledged to Secure Liabilities
they were architects unable to ob
I HORfiES for sale or exchange A C.
United States Government obligations, direct and / or full y
• • • •
piazza A fire hose cart supposed to
tain work at their profession. He
guaranteed
5 000 00
PEASE. 36 Oleoson 8t. Thomaston
belong to the Mill River Co., was de
Leonard Liebling, editor of Musical j
__________________________ 79*81
wanted to help them. Thinking the
Total pledged (excluding rediscounts I____________________ _ _
(5 000 00
Courier, recently said that an opera | Pledged
matter over, hla original Idea exposited on Capt. Frank Cushman's
NEW MIIXH cow for *ale FRED
I BUTLER Warren. Tel 10-22
79-81
(bi Against U. 8. Government and postal savings deposits ...........
5.000 00
panded to Include otber white collar
lawn on Wadsworth street.
It was
libretto sent him by a young writer ■
j THIRTY-EIGHT Ft .Scallop Boat four
work»rt
The
cartographic
etudy
the most quiet Fourth the corre
Total pledged
5 000 00
had a plot which was a catalogue of
I vearu old. full rig Inquire at 70 PARK
woe the result. Advanced, backed
i ST. Tel 1089_____________________ 79*81
State of Maine. County of Knox, ss.
spondent can remember.
murder and madness, with a finale
To Select That Pair of
and carried on by Prt’feasor Kramer
I. H F Dana. Cashier of tbe above- named bank, do solemnly swear that the
I FARM for Hale with poultry, with garMiss Bernice Henderson is guest of
above statement ts true to the best of my knowledge and bellof
I of insanity for the heroine and death
' den tools, on Stute road. Woritn to'
It 1* a project of the works divi
H F DANA Cashier
Union. L. 8 WEAVER. Warren, Route I.
Miss Christine Moore. She will return
for her two contending suitors, and
sion of the City Welfare commis
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 3rd day of July. 1935
______________________ 81*83
|Seal|
ALFRED M STROUT. Notary Public
today to Cambridge.
sion.
went on to say: "Why must opera
FARM HORRBB for aale H A HART.
Correct—Attest 1
South
Hope.
Me Tel Union 11-33
*
•
•
Miss Florence Molloy, assistant
plots continue to be tragic? Does it,
FRANK D ELLIOT
R W WALSH
teacher in Mrs. Connor's Dancing
i take homicide, lust, revenge. Ignoble j
Fonda
for
the
project
were
lim

R B. DUNN
FITTED soft wood for sale. $4 00 cord
A I-arge and Varied Selection of at the form. 5000 ft 2x3 and 2x4 timber
....„
.
Directors
ited so at the outset the problem
School in Rockland, was a visitor Fri
intrigue, and fiendish passions of all
at
$20 per thousand. ERNEST L STARFine
Summer
Material*
of the fine took necessary to carry
day at the home of Miss Irene
kinds to stimulate the muse of the Charter No. 13734
Warren _______ 76*81
Reserve District No. 1
tt
on
arose.
The
men
solved
It
FOR SPORT OR BRF.SS
problem of tone-production upon the ’ lyric composers?"
ADDING MACHINES and typewriters
Young.
themselves.
From
scraps
and
Junk,
for sale, to let and repaired Supplies all
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
Mr and Mrs Aaron Clark and violin from other vlolinistic matters
makes MAINE SPECIALTY CO Write
Awaits Your Earliest Inspection
knitting and darning needlee. they
Rockland or_Phone 144
78*80-83
Oscar Oould were guests the Fourth and to subject It to a more intense ,
—OF THE—
made their own. They also found
Probate Notices
QNE JERSEY cow for SQ^* freshener
HOLIDAY SPECIAL!
of Mr and Mrs. Robert Rollins at examination, than has been the case 1
a nae for discarded razor blades
first of July
CHARIJ3S
LARSON.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Main 8? . Rockport
ther camp Ki-Ora at Lermond Pond, until now. Intense examination of
77*79
since they were also turned Into
STATE OF .MAINE
WASHABLE SLACKS, $2.25
■tt
Til
ANI>
TRUCK
BARGAINS
To
all
persons
Interested
in
either
of
.
tools.
With
their
homemade
Imple

returning home that evening.
physical mechanical demands for cor the estate* hereinafter named
OF ROCKLAND
Used cars 1934 Ford de luxe Tudor.
WHITE FLANNELS, $2.50 up
ments they have constructed prod
iBV' to rill .-e fronii; 1933 Chevrolet
Mrs. Cora E Currier. Mr and Mrs rect tone-production reactlvely cre
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
In the State of Maine, at the Close of Business on June 29. 1935
GREY FLANNELS. $2.95 up
coach, very good rubber, very clean 1931
uct* which were shown In a recent
In and for the County of Knox, on the
Charles Smith, Mrs Mattle Smalley ates.refinement of the tonal sense as 18th day of June in the year of our Lord '
1 Dxlgr D H -edan. a real buy. not too
omptre
Currency, Under Section
exhibition at Grand Central palace,
Smartly Tailored. Smartly Styled i much money; 1930 Ford Tudor sedan.
5211, U. S. Rev tsed Statutes.
and her granddaughter spent Thurs an integral part of musical talent. J one thousand nine hundred and thirtycheeper ther walking
while
the
map
of
the
Mississippi
five and by adjournment from day to
ASSETS
| Trucks—1934 Chevrolet. 157 in. wheel
day at Jefferson Pond Lookout.
and with it. higher demands upon J day from the 18th day of said June the
valley,
made
by
70
men
In
six
weeks,
Loans
and
discounts
........
_________
.........................
Made
To
Measure
Suits
9632 895 92
base; 1930 Studebaker. 131 wheel base:
following matters having been presented
Mr. and Mrs. Welden R. Grant of tonal perfection in general. In art. ; for the action thereupon hereinafter in
was shown at the Century of Prog
United States Government obligations.
direct and I or fully
Ford pickup; 1933 Ford pickup FIRE
guaranteed
630 024 82
PROOF OARAGE. Rockland. Winter St.,
It Is hereby Ordered:
$18.50
up
ress
In
Chicago
during
the
summer.
Brewer, Dr and Mrs. Donald Piston as well as in life, one can only gain ; dicated
705 608 50
rear Strand Theatre Tel. 889
81-83
That notice thereof be given to all ' Other bonds, stocks, and securities ................................... . ........................
Also more than 800 men are re
Banking house. *40 OOO 00. Furniture and fixture*. 11 65948 ______
41 659 36
With Try-on
of Sanford University, Palo Alto. that for which an urgent inner' persons Interested, by causing a copy
GROCERY WAOON. also two-horee
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank
188 360 24
rder to be published three weeks
ceiving weekly checks Instead of
Jigger, cheap for quick sale FRED A.
Calif., (Mrs. Grant, sister to Mrs necessity exists. To strengthen this I successively In The Courier-Oazette. a
Cash tn vault and balances with other hanks
548.756 87
. HANSON. Mountain St., Camden. Tel.
being on relief rolls or doing me
Outside checks and other cash Item* ....................................... . ...............
16 340 14
newspaper published at Rockland In said
1
8126_____________
77*82
Lena Delano, and Mrs. Piston, her desire for tonal purity, latent in us j County
Other assets .........
................
......................................
5.125 28
that they may appear at a Pro
nial Jobs.
' WALLSTON ROAD. Tenants Harbor,
niece i motored here from California all. and to re-transfer it into reality, bate Court to be held at said Rockland,
•
•
•
Total assets
.......... .......... „...........................................................
small farm. 18 acres. House and barn.
(2 788 571 13
on the 16th day << July A D 1935 at
and were callers Thursday on Mrs. is the purpose of this work."
1 wood lot. all at a bargain Small down
eight o'clock in the forenoon, and be
Up at the New York Botanical
LIABILITIES
pnyment. balance on long term, easy
heard
thereon
if
they
see
cause.
Delano.
• • • •
615 MAIN ST..
ROC KLAND payment mortgage. WALTER H SPE.*.r.,
Demand deposits, except U. S Government deposits, public funds
gardens, a seed was planted 30 years
OLIVIA B JAMES, late of M
Rockland.
Tel 521-M
75-tf
and
deposits
of
other
banks
.......
_
___
____
(3*5
93*
33
Opposite
Rankin
Block
Blueberry growers are busy dusting
Exemplified copy of
ago. By and by, a sprout came up.
A Main» girl who has won no small Mass. deceased
Time deposits, except postal savings, public funds and deposits
and Probate thereof, together with
I CEDAR POSTS tor sale, any size, de
Now the seedling has grown to a
their bushes, but it is too early to amount of fame is Doris Doe who in Will
of
other
banks
___
______
_
_
_
____
______
______
_
____
—
1
793
964
04
a Petition for Probate of Foreign Will, i
livered anywhere In Camden or RockPublic funds of States, counties, school districts, or other subdi
that the copy of aald Will may be
height of 00 feet, the tallest leaves
, port. Cedar trees for your lawn. Tel.
estimate the size ot the crop.
her earlier years lived at Bar Harbor. I asking
visions or municipalities ............................................... ................. ......... .
61 592 08
allowed.filed and recorded In the Pro
11-33 North Appleton. CHARLES H.
brushing
the
glass
dome
In
the
170 745 96
United States Government and postal ----------------------------- -w—r.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Copeland and Now a contralto of the Metropolitan bate Court of Knox County, and that
PI.UMMER. the Auctioneer, North ApDeposits of other banks, including certified end cashiers' checks
conservatory. At the top. there are
1 pleton. Me,______
79-tf
Letters
Testamentary
be
i.sMued
to
daughter. Miss Margaret Copeland of Opera Company, she has been en Arthur D Hill ofe Boston. Richard H.
outstanding
.......
..
. -avings deposit .............
15 993 IS
two tassels with greenish flowers.
FII't'fcD hard wood for sale. 69, soft
Secured by pledge of loans and / or Investments (181.725 55
Newton Center. Mass . Mrs James A gaged to sing in the San Francisco ' Wlswall of Salem, and Adams Sherman
wood. (7. hard wood limbs 68: long. 67;
Not secured by pledge of loans and / or lnFor three months, the blossoming
Hill of Cambridge, all In Massachusetts,
also lumber
T J. CARROLL
Tel
vestment*___ ___ ......
2 256.508 04
Creighton and daughter of New York Opera Company's production of without bond.
TO MOTORISTS
will continue. Then the tree will
263-21 Rockland_______
79-tf
EUGENE A CLARK, late of Framing
*2 43( 233 59
arrived in town Wednesday and are Wagner's Ring Cycle in November
Total deposit* _____
die. During the years of Its life,
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
ham. Mass . deceased. Exemplified copy
Your battery may need water, it order
Interest, taxes, and other expenses accrued end unpaid ___ —
7 408 59
Keys made to fit all locks when
the tree has been storing up starch
guests of Mr. and Mrs W B D Gray Kirsten Flagstad. Norwcgian-aoprano. of Will and Probate thereof, together
Capital
account:
goes
quick
these
warm
days.
Call
original
keys are lost. House. Office or
with a Petition for Probate trf Foreign
for Its blossoms. It is a sugar palm
Hollis Gilchrest Is home from Attle and Gladys Swarthout, mezzo- Will, asking that the copy of said Will
Car. Code books provide keys for all
Preferred stock. 1182 shares, par 1100 00 per shard re
at
our
station
and
have
it
refilled
locks
without
bother. Scissors and
which
originated
In
Malaya.
The
tirable at (120.00 per share Common stock. 1250
may be allowed, filed and recorded .n
boro. Mass.
soprano. are other members of the' the Probate Court of Knox County,
shares, par (100 00 per share ...... . ................. ...............
1243 200 00
free and save money on repair bills. Knives sharpened Promnt service Rea
specimen In the Bronx Is the only
sonable
prices.
CRIE
hARDWARE CO.
Mrs Mary J Watts had as dinner Metropolitan who will appear on the
d by Mabel O Clark of said
8urplus ................................ ............. ____ .............. .......
50 000 00
one that has q^er bloomed In the
Main St . Rockland. Tel 791
79-tf
Undivided profit•—net
..........
20.(23 96
WE
BUILD
ont
OWN
guests Thursday Mrs Abbie F Rice. west coast prior to their return to Framingham.
United States, principally because
Preferred stock retirement fund .....................................
EVA S BASSICK. late of South Thom
6(00
Reserve for dividend payable In common stock ..........
Edward O'B Burgess and Edward New York for the opera season there aston. deceased
Petition for Probate
there are few greenhouses large
(320 928 95
of Will and Administration eta asking
Total Capital Account..... ..... .......................... .......... .............................
enough to maintain a sugar palm.
Brown.
Last winter Miss Doe sang 27 times in that Milton E Bassick of South Thom
(2.706.371 13
ason or some other suitable person be i
Total Liabilities ..................
. ....................
............
* * •
Fred Hatch of Melrose, Mass . is at 14 weeks at the Metropolitan, her roles appointed
CHARGING—REPAIRING
Memorandum Loans and Investments Pledged to 8ecure Liabilities
Admr. c.t.a. without bond.
United States Government obligations, direct and / or fully
Knox Hotel. He took a holiday trip including Brangane in "Tristan und
Natives of various Pacific Islands
WILIJAM BRENNAN, late of St
50
6389.912
guaranteed
....
.............................................................
deceased. Will and Petition for
—this Is getting a bit away from
Thursday to Eoothbay Harbor in the Isolde'; Magdalene in "Die Meister- George,
TENEMENT to let. five rooms in good
9.850 00
Other bonds, stocks and securities ....... .................................... ................
Probate thereof, asking that the same
condition, rent reasonable. FLOYD L
the City of the Seven Million—In
A DROP OF OIL
mall boat, a strong breeze making a stnger", and Annina in "Rosenka- may be proved and allowed and that
SHAW.
41 North Main St.
74-tf
3*9.762 50
Total Pledged (excluding rediscounts)
Letters Testamentary Issue to Ada C. I
which the sugar palm has been suc
In time will save you from $10 to
rough passage.
Brennan of St Oeorge. she being the , Pledged:
TWO
three-room
furnished
apart

valier."
cessfully Introduced, find mnny uses
383.012 50
Executrix named In said Will, without i
Against U S. Government and postal saving* deposits
$25 on your ignition gear; let us oil ments to let. with Improvements. (6 and
The Lord's Supper will be admin
9 250 00
14 per week V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
In addition to her operatic perfor- bond.
Against deposits of trust departments
for It, according to Pc. Elmer D.
and check it for you, it is a part ol St Tel. 1154 or 330
7.500 00
80-tf
Against other deposits
istered Sunday morning at the Bap ances. Miss Doe flew to Miami for a
ESTATE CI.ARA S I EE. late of Rock
Nerrlll, director of the botanical
land deceased
Petition for Adminis
FIVE ROOM bungalow to let
Price
our free service.
50
63*9
762
gardens.
Parts
are
used
as
thatch
tist Church.
Total
pledged
_____________
_________
concert, stopping at Palm Beach for tration. asking that Charles W Lee of
very reasonable TEL 1293
81*83
State of Maine. County of Knox. ss.
for houses, fibers for rope, caulking
Oscar Gould of East Belfast Is visit a brief visit with her family and Rockland, or some other suitable person
STORE to let. 273 Main St . rent rea-*
I. Jos Emery. Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the
be appointed Admr . without bond
and materials for brooms, baskets
sonable ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89 Park
above statement la true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
ing his daughter. Mrs. Luther Clark, friends; sang with the National
Repairing On
ESTATE EMMA L PAYSON, late of
St Tel, 242-JK.
78-tf
and raincoats. From the flower
J 06 EMERY. Cashier
Thomaston, decea
n for Ad
Generators,
Starters,
Distributors.
for a few days.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 5th day of July. 1935
MUNRO S RESTAURANT to let or for
Symphony Orchestra in Washington, ministration. asking that Florence M
stalks sap Is obtained which Is
I Seal |
D. C LEACH. Notary Public.
sale at 8 Park St. DANIEL MUNRO. 105
Timers
At Montpelier 16 visitors were regis and for Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Payson of Lewiston, or some other suita
boiled Into sugar or excellent wine.
Llmerock St Tel. 1106
81*83
Correct Attest:
.
ble person be appointed Admx . with
Bring
Your
Radio
To
Us
FRED
A
CARTBA
tered the Fourth of July.
But think of waiting 30 years for
and was heard over the radio. She bond.
ROOMS to let. with board. Mary
WILLIS
L
AY
Hi
1 Brennan I Kelly, formerly of Port Clyde.
ESTATE ELLEN W MILLS, late of
Mrs. James A. Creighton of Ham is spending the summer season at her
coffee sweetening or a drink of
JOSEPH w ROBINSON
AMERICAN HOUSE. 308 Main St. 81*83
Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition for Ad
Directors.
burg. N. Y.. who has been passing a estate In Bennington. N. H.. which ministration. asking that Slduey E Mills
wlnel
IX5WN STAIRS apartment to let at 23
Vinalhaven. or some other suitable
* • •
few days with her sister and family, bears the fascinating name of "Rhy of
Franklin St . live rooms, newly painted
person be appointed Admr., without
and
papered, gas. electricity, flush closet,
WILLIAM E. CREAMte, late of Wash
Subway eavesdropping: “He’s so
returned to her home Friday. Her thm Hills." Aug 18 she will give a bond.
garage
Inquire UPSTAIRS
79*81
Notices of Appointment
ington. deceased. June 18. 1935. Arthur
ESTATE ELLEN R. HALL, late of Rock
tight that when he dropped a nickel
daughter. Joanna, remained for a recital at the Chase Bam Playhouse land. deceased Petition for Administra
SUMMER accomniooatlons. SIESTA.
E Johnston of Washington was ap
Vinalhaven Me. I State license assures
In the movie last night, he poked
tion. asking that Oeorge W Hall of
longer visit.
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro pointed Admr and qualified by filing
585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. your safety)
Most pleasant location.
at Whitefield, N. H.
Rockland, or some other suitable person bate for the County of Knox, in the bond on same date.
around under the seats and didn't
Write SIESTA. Vinalhaven. Me
79*81
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur McDonald en
be
appointed
Admr
,
without
bond.
FRANK
C.
FLINT,
late
ol
Rockland,
TEL. 26
State of Maine, hereby certify that In
• • • •
he
pick
np
33
cents!"
ROOMS to let by day or week for tov..
ESTATE IDA E COOK SON, late of the following estates the persons were deceased. June 18, 1935. Leona K. Flint
tertained Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Clois ot
Ists. THOMPSON HIGHLAND INN. 534
• a a
Did you know that Queen Victoria Thomaston, deceased Petition for Per appointed Administrators, Executors. ol Rockland w8» appointed Admx and
Old County road.______
79*81
New York over the holiday. A dinner
petual Care of Burial Lot presented by Guardians and Conservators and on the qualified by Sling bond on same date
was a singer? Would you expect it Lura E Doherty of Rockland. Admx
Looking over the displays of the
dates hereinafter named:
AMBROSE A WALLACE. 1st* of Thom
LARGE pleasant room and hoard; best
at Marshall's Point, Port Clyde, was
new model automobiles with all
of home cooking: for business people.
ESTATE SADIE YATEB late of Union,
BERTHA MIESKOLAINEN. it Union. aston deceased, June 18. 1935. Carrie
of the formidable lady who gave her
Garage TEI. 43-Y._______________ 79*81
deceased
Petition for Perpetual Care of June 11, 1935. Christopher 8. Roberts A Wallace of Thomaston was appoint
enjoyed.
their attachments, from two horns
name to a historical period now as Burial Lot presented by Charles T. of Rockland was appointed Guardian and ed Admx , without bond.
TWO ROOM kitchenette to let. un
Miss Jennie Moody Is guest of Mrs.
to
cigar
lighters,
my
mind
goes
back
qualified by filing bond on same date.
ELINA AUTIO. late of Friendship, de
furnished. Barter Block. Tel 611-W or
sociated with prudery, bigotry, and Smalley of Rockland. Admr.
ESTATE ELBRIDGE D LINSCOTT. late
LESLIE BROWN late of Camden, de I ceased. April 16. 1935. Walno Autlo of
to the old days when horns and
Edward P Ahern.
1017-J. HERBERT B BARTER
78-tf
the official suppression of all the of Rockland, deceased Petition for ceased, June 18, 1935, Margaret Etta Friendship was appointed Admr dbn
even wlndfdilelds were “extras” and
FURNISHED two-room apartment to
It is hoped that parents of children
authority to convey certain real eetate Brown of Camden was appointed Execu and qualified by filing bond June 18.
frivolities? But here’ comes H, E. according
let. FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park St. Tel 330
I 1935.
.
thus added to the original cost. It
to contract. Said real estate trix, without bond.
who are now attending the Green
___________ •______________________ 79-tf
SAMUEL G REDMOND, late 6f Madi
Wortham, critic of the London Daily situated In the County of Waldo and fully
IDA E. HALL, late of Matlnlcus, de
seems as If I also recall a law
described In said petition.
son,
N
J
.
deceased.
May
21.
1935.
Mar

street school will make a special ef
I
FOUR ROOM tenement at 48 ORACE
ceased. June 18. 1935. Ellen H Young
which provided that If a horse be
Telegraph, who publishes a lacsimile
• St. All modern Tel. 133.
ESTATE CAROLINE W \VaTTS. late of Matlnlcus was appointed Executrix, garet E 1 Redmond. Dorothy R Jones,
fort to be present at the special town
ano
William
F
Redmond.
2nd.
of
Madi

came scared, the motorist had to
TENEMENT at 52 Summer St. Mb_
of a concert program dated: "Buck of Thomaston, deceased First account without bond.
son. N J were appointed executors and
of Trustee filed for allowance by Ensign
meeting to be held Tuesday in Watts
' ern Improvements MRS A C. McLOON.
ELLA MEDORA STOVER, late of
get ont and lead the animal past
ingham Palace. June 12, 1840,” on Otis. Receiver. Security Trust Company Rockland, deceased, June 18.1935. Win qualified by filing bond June IS. 1*35
|
33
Prove St. Tel 253-M
79-tf
Chas T Smalley of Rockland appointed
hall. This special meeting was called
the goldamed thing. Looking into
Rockland.
field 3 Kenlston of Portland was ap Agent In Maine
which the third item is a Duo. Non ofESTATE
MODERN npartment to let In brick
Broadway
show
windows
discloses
ADELIA
L
MASTERS,
late
of
pointed
Executor
and
qualified
by
filing
by the Selectmen at the request of
house at 157 T/.LBOT AVE. Apply on
JULIAN PEABODY, late of Westbury,
funestar crudele, from Ricci's opera Thomaston, deceased First account of bond on same date.
premises.
37-tf
how times have changed.
N Y . deceased. May 21, 1935, The City
the school board and the ParentTrustee filed for allowance by Ensign
DELMER
HOWARD,
late
of
Hope,
de

Bank
Farmers
Trust
Company
of
New
Il Disertore, sung by “Her Majesty Otis. Receiver, Security Trust Company ceased. June 18. 1935. Frances A. How
«.
Dell
Syndicate
—
WNU
Service.
Teacher Association, in order to de
York City was appointed Executor and
9|*—
ard of Hope was appointed executrix, qualified by filing bond June 18. 1935
and Prince Albert," On the same pro of Rockland.
termine what should be done to over
ESTATE WIIaLARD H WALKER late without bond.
Charles
L. Veazle of Rockport was ap
gram wit l the royal songsters are of Rockland, deceased First and final
AUOU8TA
PALMER
RICHMOND,
late
Whit*
Hen
Pheasant
Seen
pointed Agent in Maine.
come the present crowded condition
Have You Tried
filed for allowance by Anna- of Rockport, deceased, June 18. 1935,
Attest:
Signori Rubini and Lablachj, the account
South Charleston. Ohio.—A pure
belle W Berry of Rockland. Admx.
of the school, and to correct defects
Alan L. Bird of Rockland was appointed
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
Caruso and Battlstini of their day.
ESTATE HENRY 8. ROBBINS, late of Admr c.t.a., without bond.
78-8-84 white pheasant, one of the rarest
in the present layout of the school
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED, called
deceased. First and final ac
FRANK CUNNINGHAM, late of Wash
of game birds, was reported seen
Mr. Wortham speaking of that Rockland,
for and delivered. $1.00 Drop card to
count
filed
for
allowance
by
Ora
M.
Fish.
ington. deceased. June 18. 1935. Ben
building.
at close range near here by three
JOSEPH BUTLER. Thomaston. Me.
particular London season says; “It Admx.
NORTH
HAVEN
jamin H Lincoln of Washington was ap
Harris S. Shaw visited his parents,
77*79
persons.
,
ESTATE EDWARD O. O'BRIEN, late of pointed Administrator and qualified by
was unusually brilliant, for the young Warren,
deceased
First and final ac filing bond on same date
LADIES--Reliable hair goods at Rock
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw in this town
land Hair Store, 24 Elm 6t. Mall orders
Mrs. H. T. Crockett who spent ten
Queen had only been five months count filed for allowance by Florence
with the Cushion Heel
this week. Mr. Shaw, organist and
B O'Brien. Admx
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
days in Augusta visiting her daugh
iharried ,and Prince Albert had not
79-tf
ESTATE
MARGARET
A
ORBETON.
of
teacher of Boston attended the Na
Brown
Here’s Luxury Liner
Probate Notices
ter, Mrs. Arthur E. Emerson, re
CLEANING and repairing. Suits in
yet taught her to dislike London and Camden. First and final account filed
tional Association of Organists at
for allowance by Leroy McDermott of
Brown and Beige
to order, coats rellned. sulta made ov
That Nobocly Wants
turned home Wednesday.
Camden. Conservator.
to fit NEW YORK TAILOR, corn
Hotel Astor, New York, June 24-28. its gaieties.” Wortham also con
Letters Testamentary issue to Mallta
White
Main and Summer Sts
.
79HELEN
C.
CROSS,
late
of
Rockland,
Paris.
—
Nobody
wants
the
Ella Castner of Thomaston, she being
Mrs. Eva Hopkins is passing a few
as delegate from the New England tinues to Ull us that she prided her deceased Will and Petition for Probate the
Executrix named In said will, with
LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, called f
burned-out hulk of the 42,500thereof, asking that the same may be out bond.
self
on
her
singing,
though
she
days
with
her
daughter
in
Massaand delivered. Satisfaction guarartee
Chapter.
proved and allowed and that Letters
ton luxury liner L’Atlantlque,
CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel 791, Roc
showed no aptitude for the piano. Testamentary Issue to Ibrook C. Cross,
ESTATE HARRIET G LEVENSALER. 1 chusetts. •
la^d.
79.
although It Is worth a large
late of Thomaston, deceased. First and
of
Rockland,
he
being
the
Executor
When
Mendelssohn accompanied named In said Will, without bond.
final account filed for allowance by Levi
amount
of
money
as
"scrap."
Miss
Ruth
Twining
of
Allston',
SOUTH THOMASTON
her in one of his songs and nervous
ESTATE CASSIE MARSHALL, late of Seavey of Thomaston. Admr.
Recently the Paris appeal
FRED F. THOMAS, late of Camden, Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Rockport, deceased. Petition for admin
432 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ness
prevented
her
from
holding
the
court decided the underwriters
There will be an interesting service
istration. asking that Gilford B. Butler deceased. Will and Codicil together with I Crockett.
of South Thomaston, or some other Petition for Probate thereof, asking that
were liable to the owners for the
Sunday evening at 7.30 at the People's last long G. she assured him that suitable
person be appointed Adminis the same may be proved and allowed and
Miss Eva Grant returned Wednesfull Insurance, $11,390,000.
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Annie
"generally I have such a long breath," trator. with bond.
Church. AW are welcome.
! day from the South.
C.
Thomas
of
Camden,
she
being
the
The decision mode the hulk
ESTATE HARRIET G. LEVENSALER. Executrix named In said Codicil, without
and promptly proved it in a second
FURNISHED cottage of three ro
late of Thomaston. deceased. Petition bond, and your petitioner further prays
the property of the underwrlter«,
to let. with modern Improvement
Miss
Blanche
Crockett
came
home
song,
so
that
Mendelssohn
wrote
home
for Distribution presented by Levi Seavey . that the Court determine whether the
Dnvls
Point. Friendship
HATTIE
but
they
have
no
wish
to
be

VINALHAVEN
of Thomaston. Admr.
WOTTON. Friendship. Me. Box 63.
omission of the three children In the Monday from an extended visit with
that lie had never heard better sing
come Its owners.
ESTATE ALLEN C HOLT, late of Owl s ' Will was Intentional, or was occasioned [ her cousin, Dr. A. V. Cooper of Lynn,
Dr Walter P Conley, Rockland ing from any amateur. She must have Head, deceased. Petition for administra by mistake, or whether said children had
If they do a bill for $3,330,000
SHORE cottage nt Crescent Beach to
tion, asking that Mary Barker Holt of
a due proportion of said estate Mass.
awaits them from the French,
let
Tel. Warren 28-21 or write R L.
)tometrist, has opened an office in had a voice, for critics agree that she Owls Head, or some other suitable per received
during the life of the said testator.
WIOOIN,
Rockland.__ ____________ 81*83
Dutch and German salvage firms
Mtnlirir fihott
oombs block. His office hours will could not have sung Pamina's part in son be appointed Admx. without bond.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD.
COTTAGE to riuit nt Olnn'n Point.
EDNA C. CRITTENDEN, late of Thom Esquire. Judge of Probate Court lor
which towed the ship Into Cher
Fltt^rg aerr«> you
Owl's Head, for JuR’ and last two weeks
■ 9 30 a m. to 7.30 p. m., the second Dunque 11 mio ben from The Magic aston, deceased. Will and Petition for Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
bourg.
In lhl» ulora
In August. Very pleasant and quiet.
Probate thereof, asking that the same
Attest:
Flute before her assembled guests, to may
tesday of each month.
Artesian well, electric lights.
E. F
be proved and allowed and that
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register,
GINN, 97 ^ltt St, Portland, Me.
80-82

Realm of Music

I, l. I. STFVfNSON

FOR SALE

• LOST AND FOUND •
Jl***************

S

(t**.****.*.— **—*—*****.'**—***1
WANTED

IS THE TIME

SUMMER
TROUSERS

Modern Sportswear
Co.

WARNING!

BATTERIES

TO LET

!

MAINE BATTERY
SUPPLY CO.

; MISCELLANEOUS *

THE AIR-TREAD
SHOE

$6.50 pair
McLain Shoe Store

♦$?•*■**••*♦•*•*•**■•» .**•>**•* H»
* Summer Cottages {

7
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In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. Freeman Blodgett of Somer
ing departure* and arrival*, thl* depart
ment especially desire* Information of ville, Mass., is the guest of her
■octal happenings parties, musical*, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be mether Mrs Maurice Gregory, Olengladly received.
cove.
TELEPHONE________________ 770 or 7M

Prof, and Mrs. Harry Dunn of Cam
bridge are guests of Commander and
Mrs. C. P. 8ncw at Treasure Point
Rirm, Tenant's Harbor.
Other
guests at the Farm arc Mr and Mrs.
Richard Snow of Worcester. Mass.
lor two weeks. Miss Prances Snow of
Cambridge for a week, and Mt«
Eleanor Snow of White Plains. N. Y.
Miss Dorothy Snow came from Au
gusta for the holiday.

Mrs. Mae D. Schwa'i cf Quincy is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Delano.

Dr. Harold Pillsbury of Baltimore
has leased Edward Oonia’s cottage
at Crescent Beach.
Mr and Mrs, R. J. Bowler of Wa
terville have been spending a few
days at Frank Hallowell's.

kflr. and Mrs. George Gonia of
Quincy are visiting in Rockland and
Norman Waldron who recently vicinity. They were accompanied to
came from the Manlius IN Y.) Mili Rockland by Mrs Edward Oonia who
tary School where he teaches will go had been visiting In Boston.
cn July 15 to Dexter to be on the
summer faculty of the Wassookcag
Mrs. Dwight Brown of Sedgwick
School.
has been guest the past week of Mr
and Mrs. Irl Hooper.
Mrs. Millie Thomas spent Tuesday
Atwood Levensaler has returned
and Wednesday with her sister, Mrs
from
University of Maine where he
E. H Walker, in Damariscotta. OUwr
visitors at Mrs. Walker's home were has been arranging tor his return In
Mr and Mrs. John Henderson of the fall.
Newton Highlands, Mass , and IJnE J. Helller and family are at Cres
colnvllle Beach, and Joseph Prohock
cent Beach for the season
Jr. of Florida.

Mr. and Mrs Fred 8. True, Ulmer
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Prouty of street leave Monday for a month's
Long Meadow. Mass. were In the city stay at Thompson Inn, South Bristol.
yesterday on their way to their sum
mer home at Islesford.
•
* Miss Helen Thompson of Middletown. Conn., arrived Tuesday tl
M-ss Sarah Olover and Miss Belle spend a month with her parents Mr.
Ward Stowe, of Charlotte, N. C„ arc and Mrs. R. I. Thompson. She was
guests of Mr and Mrs. J Fred Knight joined in Portland by her father.
Later they will have the Lewis Rokes
Dr. and Mrs E H. Wiswall and
cottage at Lake Megunticook for the
summer.
daughter Martha of Wellesley Hill,
Mass . are guests of Hon. and Mrs W
Mrs. Caroline Saunders. Mrs. T. Cobb. Dr. Wlswall returns today.
Oeorge P. Houston and daughter Mrs. Wiswall and daughter remain
Carol, of Wilmington. Del., are at ing for the month.
Crescent Beach for several weeks.
Mr and Mrs. W W. Spear have as
Mr. Houston will Join his family early
a guest Mrs. Spear's mother. Mrs. A
In August.
P. Chase of Brooklyn.
Gilbert Patten, novelist and Mrs.
Mrs. Bernice Jackson and Miss
Patten are at their summer home
"Overock" at Camden for the sea- Edith Jackson carried off honors at
the beano party Tuesday for Gales
*
_____
Circle, at the home of Mrs. Priscilla
Quests for the holiday recess at1 Smith.
The Crags the Tenant's Harbor sum-1
Mrs. Oeorge E. Kimball who has
mer home of Major and Mrs. Talbot
Aldrich of Boston, include Mrs , been visiting her niece Mrs. W. W
David M Little, of Brookline. Mass Spear, has returned to Bradford,
Col. Frederick James -of London, Mass.
England, and Mr. and Mrs. W O.
David Curtis Jr. and W.lliam Cross
Fuller.
are camping at Crawford Lake.
Mrs. Joseph H. 8aunders. Mrs
Mrs. Angie Ballou of Boston is the
George C. Houston and daughter
guest of her mother Mrs. Adelaide
Caroline of Wilmington, Del. have
Butman. North Main street.
arrived at Pleasant Beach for the
summer. Mr. Houston will join his
Dr. Bradford Adams came down
family later.
from Long Meadow. Mass., to join his
Misses Bernadette Snow and Mary
Ginn arrived yesterday from the
Cooley-Dickinson Hospital, North
ampton. Mass. where they are traln' ing. Miss Snow is to have a month's
vacation and Miss Oinn three weeks

family at Owl's Head for the holiday
and weekend. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wyckoff of Long Meadow were also
holiday guests, and yesterday Miss
Jane Langthorn of Brooklyn joined
the group.

Mr. and Mrs Oliver P Ingraham,
Mrs. Warren E. Hill (Kathleen
Miss Winola Richan and Mrs. George
Snow) and three children of North
Clark have been having a house party
ampton. Mass, will arrive Tuesday
at Lake Meguntlcook this week.
and will have the Vidito cottage at
Holiday Beach for July and August.
William Ellingwood Jr. and Miss
Bertha Bock of Walpole. Mass., mo
Mr. and Mrs Charles Thurston of
tored to Cadillac Mountain Friday.,
Union are guests at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. A. T Thurston.
Mrs. Carolyn Stewart was hostess

Mr and Mrs. Richard Hodson and
son Soalding of Reeds Petry, N H
arrived yesterday to be guests of M
and Mrs. C. A. Emery, Pacific street.
Mr. Hodson goes Monday to Bates
College summer school, Mrs. Hodson
and son to remain with Mr. and Mrs
Emery for the summer.

to N. B. Club Wednesday afternoon.
Capt. Ross Wilson who has been
vfciting relatives in Rockland and
Thomaston has returned to Elgin Ill.
making stops enroute in New York
and Washington, D. C.

Mrs. George Clark (Marian Marshi
goes to Lisbon Falls today to join her
Mrs. Mary Keizer was hostess to
husband and son Richard.
Corner Club yesterday afternoon for
cards.
Mrs. Fred A. Carter gave a garden
luncheon party Tuesday.
Lady Knox Chapter DAR. will
have an Luting next Thursday at the
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Clark of
cottage of Mrs Alice Karl, regent at Broadway have as holiday and week
Lake Meguntlcook. Basket lunch.
end guests Mr. and Mrs. Elton Merri

field and sons William and Richard.
Mrs. Jesse Carroll was hostess to
Miss Oeneva Merrifield and Murray
AR..TH. Club yesterday afternoon
Oilpatrick, of Kezar Falls.

Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Stratton were
Dorothy Smith has gone to Camp
holiday guests of relatives in Sulli
Laughing Loon, Waterboro, for the
van.
season.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and
MLss Oladys Blethen and mother.
son George, of Freeport, Long Island.
Mrs. O. H. Blethen. and Oeorge Rob
N. Y. arrive today to be guests of
erts are spending a few days in Au
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Emery Pa
rora. N. Y.. guests of Mrs- Dorothy
cific street. Oeorge graduated from
the Freeport High School June 29. Blethen Lawrence, at Wells College.
receiving the Regent diploma and
The annual Shaljespeare Society
the regular high school diploma, the picnic will be next Wednesday with
former admitting him without ex luncheon at 1.15 at Crescent Beach
aminations to any college in the
Inn, then adjourning to the cottage
country except, Harvard and Yale of Mrs. G. A. Lawrence for a social
Universities and Princeton.
The afternoon. The outing is arranged
Kittredges will be at the Oreen home at this time to greet Mr^ Walter S.
stead at South Thomaston for the Rounds, a former member now resid
ing in Cambridge.
All alumnae
members are invited. Members hav
ing autos are asked to furnish trans
portation for those without them.
Anyone wishing transportation is
asked to call Mrs. Maude Blodgett;
telephone 28.
------------------I
Lux given away all next week at
pecial dry cleansing, 80 cents,
n garments, men and women, Benter Crane's with every purchase
pies Laundry. Tel. 170, City. 74-U of Luxables. Call for yours.—adv.

hisholm's Spa curb service is one
he pleasant features of this sum• season. Delicious home made
and cold fountain drinks served
rour own car. Main street, corner
dsey, Rockland.—adv.
80-85

CROCKETT-WINCIIENBAUGII
William Rounds of Cambridge and
Richard Hanyan of Schenectady.
The spacious home of Rev. and Mrs.
N. Y„ are at Treasure Point Farm for
Herman R Winchenbaugh at West
the summer.
Meadows was the scene of a charm
The beano party given by Auxiliary ing wedding Wednesday evening at 9
to Huntley-Hill Post VP W. Tuesday when their daughter, Virginia Dare,
evening was well patronized. with was united In marriage to Edgar
“white elephant” prizes going to Burpee Crockett, also of this city.
practically everyone present.
There were 200 bidden guests.
The decorations, which called forth
Miss Ethel Fersen and Miss Ruth admiring expressions, were done by
Pike are visiting relatives in East- Mrs. Charles A. Emery. In the living
port.
room there was a bridal bower
fashioned of green boughs Interlaced
Miss Esther French has returned with daisies, syrlngas and pink roses.
from a visit with relatives and friends Huge bunches ot pink peonies were
in New York and Philadelphia, and also used effectively In this room, and
later goes to Turner for the remaind the mantel was banked In green com
er of the summer.
bined with pink and white flowers.
In the room where the gifts were dis
Mrs. Fleming H Coy and daugh
played blue flowers and ferns formed
ter Barbara Jean who have been
the decorative motif, while In the
visiting Mrs. Coy's parents. Mr. and
dining room, artistic use was made of
Mrs. Robert Snow leave Sunday for
yellow Iris, yellow lillles and asparagus
Boston where they will visit Mr and
Mrs. Roland Hughes in Wollaston, fern. The stair rail in the hall was
for a few days, then going to New banked with green boughs, ferns and
York to join Mr. Coy. A few days' white flowers.
Before the ceremony Mrs. Mariane
visit will be made there, after which
they will go to Washington. D. C., to Crockett Bullard, sister of the groom,
spend a week with friends. The re sang delightfully "I Love You Truly"
turn trip to Evanston, Ill., will be by Carrie Jacobs-Bond and "O
made through the Kentucky and Promise M •“ by DeKoven. Mrs.
Emery was at the piano, and together
Tennessee Mountains.
with Oabriel Wind enbaugh. violinist,
Miss Bertlia Bock of Walpole. played the Lohengrin Bridal March
Mass.. is house guest of Dr. and Mrs for the entry of the bridal party. The
father of the bride and the groom
William Ellingwood.
with his best man. Xavier Winchen
Miss Mabel F Lamb who has been baugh, brother of the bride, took their
at Knox Hospital following the War places under the bower to await the
ren auto accident on June 19 goes to bride and her attendants. Little
the home of Mrs. Susie Davis, Ingra Earlene Perry, daintily garbed in
ham Hill to recuperate before return white, came scattering rose petals,
ing to her home on Llmerock street. followed by the bridesmaid, Miss
Miss Lamb is steadily gaining.
Eleanor Winchenbaugh, sister of the
bride, wear.ng blue taffeta and carry
ing a sheaf of pink and white sweet
SUMMER VISITORS
peas. Then came the bride, a lovely
picture In white satin, princess style
Occasionally one hears the re
with pearl trimmings, worn with long
mark : “I did not see anything In
The Courier-Oazette about my
tulle veil, a gift from Eleanor, caught
guests " A little reflection will
Into place by tiny pink rosebuds, and
show the Impossibility of ob
carrying a shower bouquet of pink
taining the names of all summer
visitors who come to Rockland
and white roses. Her train bearers
In July and August. The paper
were her nephews. Theodore Sylves
desires to note such arrivals (the
ter Jr. and Albert Winchenbaugh.
guests themselves look for It),
smartly clad in white linen and taking
and to this end asks Its readers
to send in such Items, either di
part in the ceremony with absorbed
rectly to the office, or to the
seriousness.
society reporter, Mrs. Gladys
With the brides father officiating,
Morgan, whose telephone num
ber is 794. Social events as well
the ceremony was carried out most
as arrivals and departures are
impressively, the double ring service
desired.
being used.
An Informal reception followed the
Rev. and Mrs Walter S Rounds of ceremony, refreshments were served
Cambridge arrive today to be in from a table laid In white lace and
Rockland during the centennial cele exquisitely appointed. The bride cut
bration of the local Congregational and served the bride's cake, and small
Church.
pieces of wedding cake, made by Mrs
O. A. Burns 83 of Waldoboro, the
Mrs. Grace Keller and daughter bride's grandmother, were given to
Miss Marvon. were guests of Mrs the guests, each piece dalntly wrapped
Melinda Oxton at West Rockport for and tied with white ribbon. Assisting
the holiday, the occasion serving as In serving were Mrs. Gabriel Win
a double celebration of Miss Keller's chenbaugh and Mrs. Benedict Win
20th birthday and the marriage of chenbaugh, while Miss Maryon Keller
Livingston Gray and Mrs. Edith Tol presided over the punch bowl. Marsh's
man which took place last Saturday. Orchestra played during the recep
Mrs. Oxton served a gala repast for
tion.
the occasion.
The guest book was in charge of
Mrs. Theodore Sylvester, sister of the
Mrs. H. H. 8tlcknev gave a bridge
bride. The bride gave to her flower
luncheon Tuesday at her summer
girl a bracelet, to the bridesmaid a
home at Crawford Lake, her guests
vanity case, while the groom gave hts
being Mrs J. A Jameson, Mrs. M.
best
man a gift of money.
F. Lovejoy. Mrs William Ellingwood,
Amid the usual merriment the
Mrs. Henry B Bird. Mrs. Arthur L.
Orne. Mrs. Harold E. Jackson, Miss happy couple made their get-away,
Charlotte Buffum. Mrs. E Stewart the bride wearing a navy blue
Orbeton of West Rockport. Mrs. Ern ensemble with lighter blue trimmings,
est Young of Boston and Dynamite wom with matching accessories. To
Beach. Mrs. Robert McKinley of gether with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Perry
Union and Mrs. Yager of Cambridge. they are on a wedding trip, with their
Honors went to Mrs. McKinley and destination not divulged. On their
return they will be at the bride's cot
Mrs. Bird.
tage "Rosellnda" at Sprucehead for
Flske Gove of Haverhill, Mass, ar the summer.
rives tomorrow to be house guest of
The large number of gifts testified
Mr and Mrs A C. Jones Mr Gove's to the popularity of the couple. Oc
mother was formerly Kathleen Fiske cupying a prominent place was a 96of this city.
plece dinner set of hand painted
china from Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Perry,
Mrs . Arthur Oodsoe of Newton also silver from the bride's parents
Highlands. Mass., is guest of Miss and a deed to a cottage lot at Ash
Charlotte Buffum.
Point from the groom's parents. Other
gifts included silver, china, house
COMIQUE THEATRE NEWS
hold furnishings, electrical appliances
linen and money.
On Saturday there comes to the
The bride is a graduate of Rockland
screen in Camden the lovely Jean
High School, class of 1929. since when
nette MacDonald in the musical mas
she has been employed by M. B. Sl
terpiece "Naughty Marietta,” with
C. O. Perry, largely at the Main street
Nelson Eddy singing the male‘role
market on the clerical staff, where
and thrilling thousands with Victor
her services have been marked by
Herbert's musical score. This produc
efficiency. She Is affiliated with the
tion is another great "must see” show
Methodist church.
of the season. Along with this is a
The groom, son of Capt. and Mrs.
thrilling Western, Jack Perrin in
Ralph Crockett of Ash Point and
"Rawhide Mail;” also "Pale Skin
Rockland. Is also a graduate of Rock
Tommy." No. 6. Camden will initiate
land High, 1925, and Is in the em
tomorrow movies on Sunday. This
ploy of the Perry, store on Park
first production will be for the benefit
street. Hs Is held In high regard. The
of the Camden Fire Department, lor
popular couple received many con
the new and enlarged equipment,
respiration and life-saving. The Jolly gratulations.
Among out of town guests were Mr.
crew on the Mississippi croon onto the
and Mrs. O. A. Burns Fred Burns
horizon in a merry swing with mel
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Win
low voices of Bing Crosby and Joan
chenbaugh, Mr. and Mrs. Evren
Bennett.—adv.
Burns, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Gross,
Ernest Burns, and Miss Florence Oeel,
all of Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard Thomas of Rockport; Miss
Evelyn Morris and Clayton Hunnewell
of Tenants Harbor. Mayor and Mrs.
DANCING
L. A. Thurston were also among the
guests.
Every Tues., Thurs., Sat.

OAKLAND PARK
AND HIS

GEORGIANS
8.30 to 12.30.

Admission 40c

THE COLBY PLAYERS

In 1934. 10909 acres of sweet com
were grown in Maine valued at
1584.000.
Oxford
and
Somerset
Counties produce more than three
times as much canning corn as all
other New England states put to
gether,
“

— -

-

'

*

July Only! A $2 Value for $1

Miss Mildred Waltz of Wollaston. Have Already Begun Re
Mass , has been at her home at
hearsals
and
Camden
Kaler's Corner.
Meenahga Orange observgd Chil
dren's Night at the last meeting.
Each member had a child as guest
and the evening passed happily with
games Several of the children con
tributed to the program In a pleas
ing manner. Refreshments were
served during the evening, with 30
members ar.d guests in attendance.

Looks For a Treat

Colby College will be well repre
sented next Thursday evening at
Camden Opera House when Presi
dent Johnson and Dean Marrlner are
on hand as guests of the committee

Mrs. Esther L. Shorey. president of
the Woman's Club, has appointed
the Ways and Means Committee,
which will have charge of the lawn
party to be given July 24 on the
grounds of the Reed Mansion. The
committee members are Mrs. Evelyn
Spear, chairman; Mrs. Nan Weston,
vice chairman; Mrs. Louise Miller,
Mrs Nettle Nicholson. Mrs. Bessie
Kuhn. Mrs. Ruth Pratt. Mrs. The
resa Shuman. Mrs. Anne Burnheimer. Mrs. Marion Froelich.

RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VELLUM
PRINTED STATIONERY

Okatiom

Cahi. e. .

UtED

TENANTS HARBOR
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Barter and
Mr. and Mrs, Alfred Hocking enter
tained a large company at a picnic
July 4th at "The Ledges" in Wallston.
Among th eout of town guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stewart. Mr. and
Mrs. James McLeod. Mr. and Mrs
Henry Brown, Mr. and Mrs. David
Rennie and family, all of Barre. Vt.
The day was spent In playing games,
singing and dancing. Mrs. Barter
served one of her famous clam
chowders, here was a display of fire
works on the shore. The guests left,
thanking their hosts for one of the
pleasantest days they had ever spent
in Maine.
• •• •

Her death caused unusual sadness
to the family circle, owing to the fact
the day of her funeral, word was re
ceived of the death of her sister. Mrs.
Rebecc a Alley of Camden, one of the
Castine survivors.

The immediate relatives who sur
vive the deceased are a son, Clifton,
of Rockland; a daughter. Mrs Myrtle
Taylor of this place; seven sisters,
Mrs. Georgia Wall of Thomaston,
Mfcs Nora Clark and Mrs. Maud
Anthony of Port Clyde. Mrs Maggie
Raymond. Mrs. Preeda Barton. Mrs.
Lizzie Barton and Mrs. Bessie Barton
of Vinalhaven; a brother, Chester
Clark of Rockland; besides several
other relatives in various localities,
to all of whom sympathy Is extended
In their bereavement.

•

Large deckle edge Flat Sheets or deckle edge
Double Sheets. Deckled 11 ups on envelopes.

Only $1—less than you would usually pay for
paper of this quality PL.AIN (without printing).
On sale for July only—buy a supply now!
POSTAGE 10c EXTRA
tfnwffo/AA/ of 4ono*s
CjoHM 4l.PAl.lEU

with prospects of standing room only
later.
After the performance a reception
in honor of the President and the ]
Dean will be given at Whitehall Inn '
when those of the audience wishing
to meet them and the players will be
welcome. The long list of patrons
and patronesses Is headed by Mr and
Mrs. Charles F T. Seaverns of Hart- j
ford, Conn., summer residents of j
Camden. Mr Seaverns is a trustee '
of Colby.
Those who take part In the play
have had r emarkably fine records
during their college years, many of ]
them graduating last month.
With tickets at such low prices the
committee in charge have decided to
give residents of Rockland and other
nearby towns a chance to buy tickets
conveniently so the entire set will be
brought to the Corner Drug Store on
Main street Wednesday afternoon
from 1-6 p. m.
It promises to be an evening all
can enjoy Clever lines and ridiculous
situations help to make you forget
worry.
The Colby Players arrived already
for special rehearsals, will be the
guests of local college students dur
ing the week at picnic and other so
cial times.

“RAJAH SIGMUND"

PARK
Telephone 409

THE COURIER GAZETTE

graduates or not. are expected to
learn what Dean Marriner says Is j
the outstanding “student-written ,
and student-produced play ever%iven |
at Colby."
For this reason the sale of tickets
which opens Monday at the box office j
is already promising to be a success]

Funeral services were held at Mrs.
Taylor's residence, Rev. Charles
Marstaller of the Olenmere Church
officiatin';. The interment was in the
Ridge cemetery. The bearers were
Rodney Davis. Eubertus Clark. Calvin
Simmons and Watson Balano. all of
Port Clyde. Flcral tributes were
numerous and beautiful, one being
from the Rifle Club of Rockland, of
which Mrs. Marshalls son. Clifton,
was a member; another from her
daughter's neighbors in this com
munity. There was also a beautiful
CHASE-KNIGHT
spray from the Advent Christian
Stealing a march on their friends
Church In Port Clyde, which Mrs.
Marshall had attended as long as Howard Chase, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry P. Chase of this city, and Miss
health permitted.
Bertha Reuter Knight were married
Stuffed egg romanoff in Bird's at the Baptist Church In Belfust
Nest Is one of the favorite dishes of June 25. The officiating clergyman
the chef or a great American ocean was Rev. Clifford Peaslee, and the
liner.
double ring service was used.
The bride, prettily gowned In rose
mousselatnv de soie semi-formal
MON.-TUES.
and carrying spring flowers, was at
tended by MLss Ann Anderson, whose
gown was of yellow. Mr. Chase's
groomsman, was a college classmate
Judson Lord of Camden.
The newlyweds returned to Rock
land after the ceremony, and not un
til Friday were friends acquainted
with the marriage.
The bride, daughter of Mr, and
Mrs. J. Fred Knight of this city, Is
a graduate of Rockland High School
'32 and of the Ballard Business
School '34. For several summer sea
sons she was assistant counsellor and
counsellor at Camp Abena, Belgrade
Lakes. She is now in the employ of
W. H. Olover Co. Mr. Chase is also
a graduate of Rockland High. '34,
and is now attending the Kirksville |
(Mo.) College of Osteopathy and
Surgery, returning next fall for his
sophomore year.
Mr and Mrs. Chase are at the
home of the groom's parents on Brew
ster street at present. When Mr.
TODAY
RICHARD CROMWELL
Chase returns to Kirksville, his bride
in
will accompany him.
“THE UNKNOWN WOMAN"

Matinee 2.00; Evening 6.45, 8.45

100 ENVELOPES
With Name and Address on Sheets and Envelopes
in Blue Ink,’ or. Raised Monogram on Sheets, Enve
lopes plain. Monogram in Poilu Blue, Terra Cotta
Red or Nile Green.

Addie R. Marshall

Another sudden death occurred in
this community June 25 when Mrs.
Addie R. (Claik) Marshall of Port
Clyde, widow ol Franklin F Marshall,
was stricken with a heart attack at
the home of her daughter. Mrs. F.
James Taylor of this place, whom she
was visiting. Mrs. Marshall had been
ill the past few years and had been
gradually failing since the death of
her husband a year ago.

100 SHEETS

having charge of bringing the Colby j
College Players to Knox County for
the benefit of the Camden Relief
Association. Men and women who,
have ever attended Colby, whether)

COMING NEXT WEEK

TONIGHT

LLOYD RAFNELL

WALDOBORO
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I THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

CHARMING COTTON FROCKS
For Summer

only $1.00
Stunning Summer Styles

See Them For Yourself
E. B. HASTINGS & CO. I

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
I*"

THANKS,
JOANondBOBI

'

You're a joy together in
your gayest romance I

^ORE
•mb CHARLIE RUGGLES
FRANCHOT TONE • EDNA MAY OLIVER
NOW
PLAYING

"MURDER IN THE FLEET"
with ItOKT. TAYLOR. JEAN PARKER

I'hone 892
Shews:
Mat. 2.00; Evg. 6.41, 8.45.
Uont. Sat. 2.15 to 10.45

ATTRACTIVE
Because It’s Expert
COURIER-GAZETTE

JOB PRINTING
Only experts work on your print
ing here . , , men who look upon
earh job as a creation. Alert,
dexterous, they produce work
that is beautiful, prinUng that
sells for you.
SPECIAL OFFER
One year's subscription to The
Courier-Gazette Free with each
order of Wedding Invitations or
Announcements.

Get Our Low

9J

Estimates First

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 6. 1935
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THE GREAT STONE FACE
REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS
OF

(Continued from Page One'

there are so many lofty hills in New
Hampshire that you cease to marvel
at them unless you are standing on
the site of the Willey O mps In the
heart of Crawford Notch or at Profile

KNOX COUNTY, MAINE
By Edward Kalloch Gould, State Historian of Maine

Author of “Major-General Hirant O. Berry," “British and Tory Maraud
ers on the Penobscot," “8torming the Heights, Maine's Embattled Farmers at
Castine In the Revolution." "Revolutioi.ary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox
County, Maine, and Their Descendants" (Ms*, "Colonel Mason Wheaton,
Revolutionary Officer and Captain of Industry."

in the center of Franconia Notch.
"The Robbins Nest" Is widely ad
vertised In rhyme of about the same
calibre as that which tells the virtues
ot a certain shaving material
Coming to Woodstock we make a
FOREWORD
left turn and find ourselves at Lost
These papers contain a rich store not only of personal, but of war history:
detached statements and broken fragments, to be sure, but none the less River
Interesting and real They tell us in the very words of the actors in that war I
A Natans Freak: beat River
of Concord. Lexingti ». and Bunker HUI; of the siege of Boston, of TicondeLost River, a geological wonder
ro;a and Crown Poiat, of Monmouth. White Plains, of Trenton and Valley
Perse; of the battles of Saratoga and Yorktown and the surrenders of Bur- land consists of a series of glacial
goyne and Cornwallis; of the gallant, but Ill-starred attacks on Quebec, and caverns made by a glacial stream per
the sufferings of the retreat from the frozen north. In Justice to my assoet- haps 25.000 years ago
Geologists
ciates in the Sons of the American Revolution. I feel that they should get the
benefit cf their generous financial outlay by having at least the sketches of tell that the great ice sheet was 2000
years ln receding over the length of
the Revolutionary Pensioners published, and they are offered herewith.

I as If an enormous giant, or a Titan,
had sculptured his own likeness on
the prec'pice There was the broad
arch of the forehead a hundred feet
In height; the nose, with its long
bridge; and the vast lips, which. If
they could have spoken, would have
rolled their thunder accents from
one end of the valley to the other

Forgotten Oper? G lames

"True It is. that If the spectator
approached too near he lost the on'
line of the gigantic visage and could
discern onlv-a hean of ponderous and
gigantic rocks, piled In chaotic ruin
one upon another. Retracing his
steps, however, the wondrous features
would again be seen; and the farther
he withdrew from them the more
l‘ke a human face, with all Its origt-1
nal divinity Intact, did thev appear;
until, as It grew dim In the distance
I CHAPTER XIV.)
I New Hampshire. The gUcier rested with the clouds and glorified vapor
I sometimes two or three centuries at of the mountains clustering about
Roland Cohb
regiment, afterwards Col. Reed s j one place, apd the stream, laden with lt. the Great Stone Face seemed posi
Roland Cobb of Warren came fr^n *-ndi New Hampshire line in April. 81j( pouring off the glacier at Ixjst tively to be alive."
A dime In the slot tele«cope stands
Carver. Mass. in 1803. having stopped 1177 beln« mustered ln Sep,rmb,r ,or River, wo-e deep potholes in wild
,
' the term of three years, and was hon- granite. The largest of these pot- at the psychological spot, and a
one j ear at North Yarmouth He «a,
dUfharged Jan
1780 Hf hoJe8 u
feet ,n dlamMer and 35 ' Blanee through It Increased the toura soldier in the Revolution. He settled wa8 in the batfie of Fort Ann. July 17, feet high The potholes, many ln Is1*' wonder and awe I looked as
ln a portion of the J Lermond Farm. 1777. where he »as wounded during number Jumbled by some unknown J everyone else did. quite oblivious of
since occupied by hts son. Nathaniel, the retreat from Ticonderoga and disturbance are found at the bottom ! the fact thatall dav I had been totln»
a pair of opera glasses which I hart
and grandson Alden; afterwards re- has been pensioned for said wound of a deep picturesque gorge
moved and resided some years in He was also ln the battle of StillThe Lost River property. 834 acres. never once taken from their case.
We left Franconia Notch regrr’-'
Union, but returned and died In War- water at the capture of Burgoyne. and , is held for the public use by the
ren. He was a farmer. While In other engagements. The regiment | Society for Protection of New Hamp- fully with a lingering glance a' j
Union ln 1827 he was a tlthingman. was a part of General Poor's brigade. shire Forests An admission fee of beautiful Echo Lake, which. llk» the
He received bounty land from the The wound at the action at Fort Ann 25 cents is charged, all of which ls ' other white Mountain attraction* i- ’
State of Maine for his Revolutionary ' was severe, the ball entering hts left used ln the maintenance and Im amply commercialised
service and was also a pensioner His shoulder and coming out the back part provement of the property itself A
A Chat With Mr. Brann
grave had a Revolutionary marker on of his neck and he was confined for number of guides, college boys from
Harvard.
Dartmouth.
Columbia
We returned home by a different
it in 1930
| some time in the general hospital
Haverford. and other colleges, show route passing through Twin Moun-1
He enlisted in 1776 In Capt
<To be continued*
all visitors through without addi tain. Jefferson, and Oorham Into the
Oeorge Durham's (8th* Company
------------------tional charge
Maine town of Oilead—not overlook
Col John Bailey's regiment MassaYACHT RACING ASSOCIATION
ing the fact that one sign read "Ow l s
Some Kw-tum-quc Names
ehusetts line for three years and was
-------Heat!"
honorably discharged by Major Seth To Encourage State Junior and WornWe paid the admission fee but fol
was a brief tarrv on the
Drew commanding his regiment at
•"'* Championships As Elimina- lowed the Lost River course only al There
11,err
”.........'I
shore distance—for two reasons The 1
°f Rum[ord
~
West Point. New York March 8. 1780
lions
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GOVERNMENT BANK
UNSUITED TO U.S.
Would Serve Politics Rather
Than Business Needs. Says

R. S. Hecht. Citing Previ

ous Experiences.
QUOTES PRESIDENT JACKSON
Extent and Diversity ef This Coun
try Presents Different Situation
From Europe and Makes
Regional Banking
Necessary.
WASHINGTON, D. C.-A refuta
tlon of arguments In favor of a gov
ernment-owned central bank system
tor tbe United States la presented
In a statement by R. S. Hecht,
I’realdent of the American Rankere
Association, on the baaia of exhaus
tive studies of European central
hanks. He also points out the disas
trous consequences of previous cen
tral hank experiments In America.
"Our present regional Federal Re
serve System under private owner
ship Is infinitely better tor this conn
try than would be a governmentowned and controlled central bank."
Mr. Hech* aaya. "If hlatory teaches
ua anything. It la that It Is almost
certain that a central bank so owned
would be run to meet the varying
exigencies of the government In
power rather than to serve the com
mercial needa-of the country."
Central banking has been tried
twice In tbe United States, out was
finally abolished because the credit
control which the central banka ex
ercised became objectionable and
unpopular, he goes on to say.

What Andrew Jackson Slid
"The continued existence of the
Second Bank finally became a bitter
political Issue and President Jackson succeeded In abolishing It," Mr.
Hecht says. "Permit me to quote
from hla farewell address: ’The Im
mense capital and peculiar priv
ileges bestowed upon It enabled lt to
exercise despotic sway over the
He furnished his own gun and
At a meeting ol the representatives first was that we were economising I« ln’‘'a'’°" frorn, <***"
other banka ln every part of the
Rlnllldo H Br&nn *°
blanket. In his property statement of 14 of 23 yacht clubs on the tidal on time: the second was the contents
of algn which told visitors—after . «* ’eU knwn bottling works o£ the country- From Ita snperlor strength
are two cows, two young cattle, ten waters of the Pine Tree State, held In
lt could seriously Injure. If not de
sheep, one hog and a "small quantity Boston this week, the Maine Yacht they had paid the admission fee— Mt Zircon company and to partake
stroy, the business of any of them
of
the
Ice
cold
waters
which
came
of house furniture." He has a wife 60 Racing Association was formed, with that the association would not be re
which might Incur its resentment...
I from the famous Moon T.d- Springs
years old in 1831. who Is sickly, one the Mt Desert YR A. as a nucleus, sponsible for accidents: that the lsd
If you had not conquered, the governAnd
ln
the
course
of
a
half-hour
cha
’
son 12 years and one daughter 16 for the purpose of holding State ders were steep and the rocks were
inent woald have passed from the
! on his cool verandah we chatted hands of the many to the hands of
junior and women's championship as slippery .I ......
___ ___
have no stomach
for—
lad-,
years old.
eliminations for the national title der climbing especially when the *bout many things, ch.e sJn°ng err
the few; and thia organized money
Rufus Crane
, ..
„ _ ___ „ .
i- I The political situation, with which he
power, from Its secret conclave,
events and to encourage intersectional ladders are steep and the footing is;
j .
__ .
seemed to be well versed In view o: , would have dictated tbe choice of
Rufus Crane of Warren, was born
contests. £ommodcre Seth M. Milli s ippeo
I his relstlonshlo to the States Ch e: s your highest officers. . .. The f trnte
ln Milton. Mass . Sept 11. 1757. and
Had wo made the full Journey her*
. ,
ken ol the Kollegewodgwok Yacht
of your government might, lot *
I Execut ve this was rtot surprising;
resided there until the close of the
Club of East Blue Hill, secretary of are some of the things we would have ;
time, have remained but Ita living
Revolutionary war when he moved to the Mt Desert YJt A . who has been seen: Hall of 8hips. Shadow Cave, Mr Brann * a civil engineer, and spirit would have departed from
Warren where he had resided for 49 mainly Instrumental in forming a The Guillotine. Judgment Hall of built the fine stretch o f privately- It '"
years prior to the date of his pension Statewide yachting organization will Pluto Bear Crawl. Queen's Bower owned road at Rlpogcnus.
When the Wilson Administration
As we sped across New Hampshire considered banking reform It care
declaration. In February. 1776. he act as secretary until permanent The Dungeon Hal! of Lethe King s
inland section of Maine we fully kept away from vesting central
enlisted in Stoughton. Mass . in Capt ,ffleer are chosen at a meeting to Bed Lemon Squeezer Treasure Poor and ,the
bundant
th,t ,t had beer
banking powers In a single Institu
Stephen Pennamans Company. Mass be held later in the month, probably Elysian Land Orant s Pothole Cave
ve.v wgrm and whrn
tion and Instead Introduced the re
Lost
Souls
and
J*™
,,
„
achusetts State troops for two months
of Silence. Cave of
* "
at Camden.
In one of the caves
" •’’Warden Llnscotts fdl- gional idea by creating twelve re
serving his time at Dorchester hill
Maine has been represented by odd Paradise Falls
I tng station In Lewiston we were not serve banks located In different eco
erecting a fort and battery for the crews several times in the junior ! Ice is found ln July
nomic and geographical sections of
surprised to learn that it was 90
defense of Boston. At the end
. of the ! championship William B Cudahy of
Back on the ma*n highway wc Nearing the seacoast there was de the country. Mr. Hecht says, a plan
tw o months'service he was discharged
yacht
hea4,ed for profile where we looked
that has worked exceedingly well
cided improvement. But we did not because the separate banks are un
and returned to his home in Milton
lhp covetK)
Bow, ,n vain for anything that looked the
fail to compare the sizzling pave der the guidance of men chosen on
Sept 17, 1776. he again enlisted m
B
----------------- ----------------A
in 1929. but the State has not as yet Old Man of the Mountains
ments over which we had been riding account of their Intimate acquaint
Capt. Eben Gore's Company. Col
friendly tip from other tourists, and
figured in the national women's event
with that dav last fall when a bliz ance with the problems and needs of
McIntosh Regiment. Massachusetts
we began to follow the s gns through
for which the Mrs Charles Francis
zard turned us back from the moun their respective territories. He adds:
State troops and marched to Fairfield
Cup
pHncipal
a regular mys’lc maze Five hundred
"The great size and diversity, of
tain which wears the gTeat stone face
Conn., thence to New York, where he
ybppn feet one informant told us but 1*
America tends to make a central
As the Mt Desert YRA
(The End*
bank undesirable. The central banks
seemed to me that we had walked half
was stationed at Rye. near New York
unable during the past five years to
of Europe such as the Banks of Eng
and thence he marched to North j
a mile before somebody exclaimed
Pearl
—
You
really
ought
to
come
to
hold eliminations for either, it was
land. France and Germany, cover
1 "There he is!" and I turned to look 8primpton with me next summer I
Castle near White Plains where he
decided to throw the opportunity open
areaa not as large as some of our
1 in the direction the speaker was had a wonderful time there this year
was discharged Nov. 17. 1776. having
states. A central bank In tbe United
to all clubs between Kittery and Win- |
I
won
a
beauty
contest
pointing.
served two months. In the fall of
Ruby—No I think Id' rather go to States on the other hand would be
ter Harbor.
1776 he again enlisted at Milton.
called upon to administer the finan
a more crowded place
The Old Man At Last
Dr Milliken stated that the re
cial policies of an area larger than
Mass., by Col. Olli and was one of a
sponse to a circular letter regarding
all of Europe, ln which there are
Those of you who have seen The
sergeant's guard ordered to Blue Hill
the new association has been surpris
quite a number of central banks.
Old Man of the Mountains do no*
and being promoted to sergeant he
ingly enthusiastic.
need
to
be
told
that
the
effect
is
so
Suhtervien: to Popular Demands
had command of the squad. He did
The principal problem before the
dramatic as to be almost startling
duty there one month and was there
"Moreover, history has proven
Maine YR.A is the same as con
The high mountain to which the pro
that any banking system entirely
dischargft.
fronts the other associations with
file U attached is heavily wooded,
owned and dominated by the gov
In May. 1779. he again enlisted in
championship aspirants, that of se like all New Hampshire mountains
ernment usually demonstrates much
the quota from Milton and was or curing a club to hold the eliminations
greater ability In aiding expansion
but
"The
Old
Man"
la
aolid
rock
and
dered to Rhode Island, under Col. with suitable boats which crews from
of credit the- In putting on the
so
distinct
as
to
seem
Ilk?
some
form
Pierre and performed duty one and
brakes at the right time to prevent
other clubs may use. and take charge of a miracle.
one-half months and was then dis
undue inflation by restraining and
of a three day event.
Nathaniel Hawthorne describing
contracting credit. This Is easy to
charged. In August. f779. he again
The yacht clubs on the coast of the phenomenon in his fanciful story
understand because In times of de
enlisted at Milton, under Lieut Gay
Maine are: Kennebunk River; Bid titled "The Great Stone Face" .said:
pression everyone Is urging the gov
and was ordered to Providence where
deford Pool, Saco, Prout's Neck. Port
ernment to make money and credit
"The Great Stone Face was a work
he served one month and was dis
land, Casco Bay, Merriconeag. Harps- of Nature ln her mood of majestic
easy and to encourage expansion.
charged, having served in all 7%
“On the other hand. It always has
well. Boothbay Harbor. Rockland, playfulness, formed on the perpendi
months.
been and always will be a difficult
Camden. Tarratine. Pulpit Harbor. cular side of a mountain by some
MACON STREET
Rufus Crane as a young man came
task for any government to call a
North Haven. Center Harbor. Deer) immense rocks, which had been
halt In time of apparent prosperity
from Milton. Mass . In the fall of 1784.
BOSTON
Isle. Buck's Harbor. Northeast Har thrown together in such a position as.
because in the very nature of things
and occupied the first frame house in
bor. Seal Harbor. Bar Harbor, Koi- when viewed at a proper distance,
the government would be very sensi
Warren, which had been constructed
lcgewidgwok, Sorrento and Winter precisely to resemble the features of
tive to public criticism and would
Ideal
location
on
Beacon
Hill,
by Daniel Dunbar for a dwelling
hesitate to take any action which
the human countenance. It seemed
Harbor.
beside the State House, and
house and store, on the eastern side of
would tend to curtail business ac
overlooking
Boston
Common
the river above the Smelt creek, near
tivity. It is such undue susceptibili
and Public Gardens.
ty to popular demands which makes
the head of tide waters. It stood
government banking Inherently
partly over the water. He taught
weak.
school at the house of the widow of
RESTAURANT
"Our studies show that of all the
John Boggs, and in 1784, brought
a la carte and table d'hote
central hanks at present existing
goods from Boston and commenced
there are only tour whose stock la
Club Breakfast
trading at McLean's Point. In the
owned by tbe government.”
Lunch
The American Bankers Associa
autumn. Crane removed to the Headtion, Mr. Hecht says, ls convinced
Dinner
of-the-Tide. and opened the first
that a central bank would not be in
store in what has since been the cen
the Interest of the public or the
ter of business and the principal vil
CAFETERIA
banks. Its position, he concludes. Is
lage of Warren. At that time the
"well understood by the President
Pleasant
outside
location
fac

mills had not been erected, and there
and the leaders In his Administra
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
was very little cultivated land in that,
tion, for we have been absolutely
Streets Modem and up-tofrank with them In all of our dis
vicinity. In 1788. Rufus Crane was
date. A variety of foods
cussions and have missed no oppor
chosen ensign of the East militia
moderately priced.
tunity for emphasizing that In our
company, and about 1798 he was1
opinion no banking system will. In
chosen captain. In 1791 he engaged j
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
the long run, be sound If lt Is domi
In shoe-making, and Luther Crane, a
nated entirely by the ever-changing
Roams without bath
distant member of the same family j
political administrations. We should
do all we can to keep our banking
worked here as a Journeyman at the;
$2.00 Up
mechanism as far removed from
same business.
Rooms with bath
partisan politics as possible.”
Rufus Crane was also Warren's first
J
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postmaster.
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BOOTS

BOOTS
Marching over sidewalks . . . climbing end
less stairs . . . boots, boots, boots, on a

thousand aching feet . . . it’s the constant
disappointment and the pace that wears ...

boots, boots, in a battle with the street . . .

Are you one

of the foot-weary?

Have you been tramping all over town, aim

lessly, searching windows for “For Rent” or “For Sale” signs, ringing doorbells
that get you nowhere?

Read The Courier-Gazette For Rent and For Sale columns!
Let The Courier-Gazette Want-Ad Section do the work for you.

Landlords and

agents list their best values in The Courier-Gazette because they know The Cou

rier-Gazette reaches the type of tenants they want—the type of neighbors you
demand.

IBELLEVUE

James Crummett

Special ralet fee

James Crummett of Washington.
Maine, was 74 when he applied for a
pension Jan. 28, 1834. at Somersworth, j

permanent occupancy

Jackie Cooper and Mary Astor are
County of Strafford. N. H. He en- winning all hearts in “Dinky," a poiglisted at Dover, N. H , in Capt. Fred- \ nant drama of a great love—the love
crick Bell’s Company in Col. Hale's | between a mother and a ron

“Dinky" a glad and glorious story of
military school .life In which the
screen’s greatest little man has his
finest role. adv.

BOSTON

Ohio Exchange—The accident ls
believed to be entirely accidental.
Cleveland Paper—Thieves are be
lieved to be responsible for the theft.
Headline in Toledo Phper—Blaze ls
laid to combustion.
Kansas Exchange—His absence led
to the discovery that he was missing.

As a Courier-Gazette reader, you are one of a great market, and that market has
buying power which advertisers recognize.

That’s why it’s only sensible to take

advantage of your opportunity to select from the pick of the field. "Turn to The

Courier-Gazette Want-Ad Section—now!
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BUNGALOWS

—wllh better light, larger closets and
Janitors Just the opposite ol the rrossventilation; in shapes and sizes at
places and prices to suit your fancy.

• • , -'4

—and they are lows! Lews In rentals
and down-payments, for rent and for
sale, located.near schools and rhurches
and shops and shows. All sizes and
types and prices.

—homes, for rent and for sale. Big
homes and MUIe homes. And the best
of it Is. yoall find the selection big
enough to enable you to pick accord
ing to your preference—oil heat or gas
or coal, for example—without sacrific
ing location.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
will save you steps........... and money

